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Exciting Advances in Prostate Cancer
A COMMUNITY EVENT

SPEAKERS

Andrei Iagaru, MD
Radiologist
Sumit Shah, MD
Medical Oncologist
Geoffrey Sonn, MD
Urologic Oncologist
Patrick Swift, MD
Radiation Oncologist

Prostate cancer is one of the most common cancers in men
and has a high success rate if caught early. Join Stanford Medicine
doctors as they discuss the latest screening, diagnostic tools
and treatment advancements. Meet Stanford Medicine prostate
cancer experts and get your questions answered.

Sat, Sept 9
9:30am – 11:00am

Sunnyvale Community Center
@ the Recreation Center Ballroom
550 E. Remington Drive • Sunnyvale, CA

RESERVE YOUR SPACE

This event is free, though seating is limited.
Register at stanfordhealthcare.org/events or by calling 650.736.6555.
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471 Nevada Avenue, Palo Alto
Garden Romance in Old Palo Alto
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For video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.471NevadaAve.com
Offered at $7,298,000

PREVIEW
OPEN HOUSE

Saturday & Sunday

1:30 - 4:30
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THANK YOU
from La Comida
This past Wednesday was La Comida’s last day of operation in the Avenidas
building at 450 Bryant Street. It has been a pleasure to share our lunch time and
community with so many of you!
Since our founding in 1972 by the Rotary Club of Palo Alto and its funding
to build the La Comida dining room at 450 Bryant, La Comida has become
the largest senior nutrition program site in Santa Clara County. By providing
nutritious and affordable hot lunches and serving them in a cheerful setting that
promotes socialization and companionship, La Comida helps to address three
challenging issues that play vital roles in healthy aging – adequate nutrition,
healthy diet, and social isolation. Over the last 12 months, La Comida has
served over 42,000 cook-on-site, congregate meals, welcoming seniors aged 60
and over, regardless of income, ethnicity, and gender, without requirement of
membership.

Join us for lunch!

Stevenson House, 455 East Charleston Rd.,
Palo Alto, CA 94306

There has been much news lately about La Comida needing to relocate due to
the renovation of the 450 Bryant Street building. From the time we found out
about the renovation and its timeline, we have reached out, far and wide – to churches, senior housing complexes, community
centers – for a new location to continue our services, the need of which continues to increase locally. We were once very close
to securing a permanent kitchen and dining room facility at a desirable downtown location, but the prospective hosts ended the
discussions. We were disappointed but we forged ahead, even returning to discussions with Avenidas in hopes of co-locating
with them after the building renovation.
At this time, we have signed a one-year agreement to use the kitchen and dining room at Stevenson House on Charleston
Road to continue our lunch service. We still need to find a permanent home after August 2018. We are working diligently to
find that home which will ideally be located downtown for the convenience of seniors and for proximity to other senior services
that the City provide.
As we turned down the lights at 450 Bryant to get ready to open at Stevenson House on September 5, we wish to thank:
- Avenidas, for offering much needed services that complement what we do for the growing senior population and for
helping to provide transportation for our diners from downtown to our Stevenson House location.
- All members of the Palo Alto City Council and Human Relations Commission, for believing in our mission, for
providing 10% of our annual budget to help support our expenses, including a monthly $1,200 usage fee payment to
Avenidas, and for their unwavering support in helping us locate a permanent home.
- And most of all, to YOU, the Palo Alto community, for letting us occupy your hearts and minds, for sharing kind and
supportive words, and mostly, for instilling a spirit of hope and future success for La Comida!
We continue to commit to providing a program that focuses on the nutrition and socialization needs of the growing local
elderly population. We continue to pledge to advance the core values of inclusion, equity, and respect that makes aging a
positive and successful experience for all. We hope that you will join us for lunch at Stevenson House in the coming days and
we look forward to returning our program to downtown very soon.
With much thanks and gratitude,
Board of Directors, La Comida de California
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Veronica Weber

In early August, a Palo Alto Unified School District employee walked into the district office on Churchill Avenue to ask about an expected but missing salary hike, sending
administrators scrambling and resulting in the district agreeing to pay an unbudgeted $6 million in raises and bonuses to teachers and classified employees.

The $6 million blunder
As school district misses key deadline, unions take full advantage
by Elena Kadvany
a “misunderstanding” due to
“confusion” over the terms of
the union contracts, the mistake
was actually shockingly straightforward: Administrators simply
failed to provide the required
notification to the unions that the
district was invoking its option to
reopen negotiations due to budget
conditions by a March 15, 2017
deadline.
Under the three-year union
contracts, if property tax revenue
comes in at more or less than 1.5
percent than the amount the district budgeted for in 2016-17 — as
it did, at 5.34 percent compared
to the district’s projection of 8.67
percent — “each party has the option to reopen negotiations on the
three percent (3%) increase to the
teachers’ salary schedule for 201718 by March 15, 2017.”
The mistake will cost the district $4.4 million in raises for
unionized teachers and nonteaching employees, plus almost
certainly another $1.5 million for
employee bonuses at the end of
the school year — an additional
contract provision that the board
had intended to suspend.
For more than six months,
when it was obvious during budget talks that the school board
was committed to cancelling the
final year of raises, the unions’
leadership sat back and said nothing as the March deadline passed,
even though they regularly attend
board meetings.
The unions similarly made no
comments as the board adopted
in June its 2017-18 budget, which

contains no salary increases and
more than $4.37 million in budget
cuts to balance the budget. (The
unions had a financial motivation
not to comment: The board, by being unaware that the contracts had
not been renegotiated, unwittingly
virtually guaranteed the payment
of $1.5 million in bonuses to employees at the end of this school
year by adopting a projection so

questions about the issue, citing the confidentiality of union
negotiations. She refused to acknowledge she was aware of the
deadline or that she reminded
Bowers about it. Nor would she
state whether it was discussed
at senior management meetings.
(The Weekly has made a Public Records Act request for her
emails to Bowers, but the district
has yet to respond.)
Bowers, who retired at the end
of the school year, told the Weekly
that he had “a number of conversations” with Mak about the budget,
mostly about reductions and staff
— but not the March 15 deadline.

‘My assumption and the board’s assumption
was that (the raise) was killed.’
— Max McGee, superintendent,
Palo Alto Unified

Veronica Weber

I

n early August, as Palo Alto
Unified administrators prepared for the start of a new
school year, an employee walked
into the school district office at 25
Churchill Ave. and asked a simple
question: “Where’s my raise?”
District staff explained to the
employee that a 3 percent raise
originally promised to teachers
and classified staff this school
year was no longer happening.
The multimillion dollar budget
shortfall the district has been
grappling with since summer
2016 — when staff members
realized they had misestimated
property tax revenue to the tune
of $3.7 million — had triggered
a “safety valve” provision in the
unions’ contracts that eliminated
the salary increase, sources say
the employee was told.
Within days, however, district
officials discovered an unfathomable screw-up: No one formally
notified the unions that the district planned to exercise its option
to reopen negotiations, as required
by the contracts, with the intent of
cancelling the raises.
For the second time in less than
a year, an avoidable mistake by
top Palo Alto school district administrators will cost taxpayers
millions of dollars and force more
budget cuts, while employees will
receive raises and bonuses that the
Board of Education voted months
ago to eliminate.
Although Superintendent Max
McGee and the unions sought
to downplay the issue this week
by describing the problem as

“misunderstanding,” but he would
not clarify what he meant or whose
misunderstanding it had been.
He said that he assumed that references to reopening negotiations
and eliminating the third year of
raises at numerous public meetings on the budget over the course
of the last school year served as
sufficient notice to the unions.
“My assumption and the board’s
assumption was that it was killed
and the union’s assumption was,
‘It’s one thing to say “reopening”
but if it’s not a formal thing in writing....’ It was just due to a misunderstanding and misinterpretation
of the contract language,” he said.

conservative that actual propertytax revenues this year would likely
exceed budget by much more than
the trigger 1.5 percent, as is turning out to be the case based on
early county tax estimates.)
It was not until early August,
when the union member went to
the payroll office, that McGee
first became aware that the district had not notified the union as
required, he said.
In interviews with the Weekly,
McGee repeatedly characterized the
error as a “misinterpretation” and

All five board members, however, told the Weekly they were
under no such assumption; They
said they recognized the need for
a formal notification to the unions
by district management.
McGee said he is frustrated
with himself for not paying closer
to attention to contracts that had
been in place for two years.
McGee’s statement that he did
not believe notice to the union
was necessary was not shared by
the district’s Chief Budget Officer Cathy Mak, who according to
multiple district sources, including McGee, reminded Scott Bowers, then assistant superintendent
for human resources, prior to the
March 15 deadline to notify the
unions. McGee said he was unaware of the reminder at the time
and only learned about it a few
days ago.
Mak declined to answer any

He said he did not discuss the deadline or compensation with McGee.
Bowers said he “had no idea there
were any issues” with the contract
when he retired in June, and assumed that any compensation
changes would be negotiated “as we
normally did” in August, after the
district receives updated property
tax projections from the county.
Bowers said he believed conversations he had with the unions at
the beginning of the school year
about how the budget shortfall
triggered the reopening of the
contracts constituted notice of the
district’s intent to do so.
“In hindsight, those conversations should have been followed
up with a formal letter to each
union to eliminate any possibility for misunderstanding or misinterpreting the district’s interest
(continued on page 8)
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Upfront

Healthy Teeth and Gums
That Last a Lifetime!
• New Patients Welcome!
• Free Consultations and
Second Opinions
• Saturday Appointments Available
• Our patients love us on Yelp

Voted Best Dentist
Don’t Wait! Call 650.969.6077
for your appointment today!

Best
of
MOUNTAIN

THE VOICE

2014

VIEW

2016

756 California Street, Suite B
650.969.6077
www.dentalfabulous.com
Mountain View 94041

City of Palo Alto
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Draft Mitigated
Negative Declaration has been prepared by the
Palo Alto Department of Planning and Community
Environment for the project listed below. In accordance
with CEQA Guideline Section 15073, this document will
be available online for review during a minimum 30-day
circulation period beginning September 1, 2017 through
October 2, 2017 at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/
displaynews.asp?NewsID=3935&TargetID=319. If you
need assistance, please visit the City’s Development
Center during the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. at
285 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, California.
This item will be considered at a public hearing
by the Planning and Transportation Commission,
Wednesday, September 13, 2017 at 6:00 PM in the
7HSV(S[V*P[`*V\UJPS*OHTILYZVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYVM
the Civic Center, located at 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo
Alto, California. Written comments on the Mitigated
Negative Declaration will be accepted until 5:00 PM
on October 2, 2017 in the Planning and Community
,U]PYVUTLU[ +LWHY[TLU[ VɉJLZ VU [OL ÄM[O ÅVVY
of City Hall or comments may be emailed to Claire
Hodgkins at Claire.Hodgkins@cityofpaloalto.org.
Highway 101 Multi-Use Path and Adobe Creek Trail
[17PLN-00212]: Recommendation on Applicant's
Request for Approval of a Site and Design Review
to Allow for Construction of a Multi-Use Bicycle and
Pedestrian Overpass Structure Over Highway 101
Near San Antonio Road, Construction of the Adobe
Creek Bridge and Adobe Creek Reach Trail, and
9LJVUÄN\YH[PVU VM [OL (KQHJLU[ 7HYRPUN 3V[ H[ 
West Bayshore Road. Environmental Assessment: A
Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration was circulated
for Public Review on September 1, 2017 and the
circulation period ends on October 2, 2017. Zoning
District: Zoning Districts: PF(D), PF, ROLM, and GM.
For More Information Contact the Project Planner
Claire Hodgkins at claire.hodgkins@cityofpaloalto.org
***
Hillary Gitelman,
Director of Planning and Community Environment
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990, listening assistive devices are available in the
Council Chambers and Council Conference Room.
Sign language interpreters will be provided upon
request with 72 hours advance notice.
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It’s the Wild West. Let’s figure
out what’s going on.
—Ed Lauing, member of the Planning and
Transportation Commission, on banning marijuana
dispensaries. See story on page 11.

Around Town

TO THE RESCUE ... A Palo
Alto firefighter is taking part in
Hurricane Harvey relief efforts as
a 15-year member of the state’s
Urban Search and Task Force 3,
which was deployed to Texas this
week. Chris Mosko, an apparatus
operator, is a rescue specialist
who was expected to join boat
crews. Mosko is also a Class A
equipment driver who was hired
by the Fire Department in 2003
and promoted to engineer in 2011.
He currently drives the Station
6 truck at Stanford University.
Before joining the department,
he was a heavy equipment
operator with the Public Works
Department. City Manager James
Keene mentioned Mosko’s
participation at Monday’s City
Council meeting. “Everything
that’s been happening in Houston
(is) just both a reminder of visions
of the future ... as it relates to
global weirding,” he said.
MIXED SIGNALS ... As Verizon
prepares to install 93 cell
antennas on utility poles and
traffic poles throughout Palo Alto,
it is facing increasing pushback
from local neighborhoods. In
recent weeks, residents have
sent letters of protest to the City
Council, urging the city to halt
the project. Andrew Gibson, an
Old Palo Alto resident, urged
city leaders not to let Verizon
“pollute our eyes and ears with 93
hideous and buzzing cell towers”
and argued that the equipment
would “destroy the great property
value of Old Palo Alto homes. This
ought to be enough to reject this
devastating corporate proposal
alone, yet I have not even begun
to discuss the terrible side
effects of 93 radiation-emitting
towers on our quiet little town
and it’s population.” While the
overwhelming majority of the
letters that the council received
in the past week opposed the
towers, some residents welcome
the project. Judy Decker, a Bryant
Street resident, said that for the
past year she has been “almost
completely unable to have an
audible call from my home.” “I
don’t want to switch to AT&T and
would love to have more coverage
in my home.” As a real estate
agent, Decker also disputed the
idea that a “decent reception
would diminish property values.”
Those fighting the antennas are

facing an uphill battle, thanks
to the council’s decision earlier
this month to approve a “master
license agreement” paving the
way for the installation and federal
rules that prohibit localities from
using health impacts as a factor
in denying telecommunication
equipment. City Manager James
Keene recalled on Monday night
an adage he used to hear back in
his graduate school days: “’Feds
have the money, states have the
power and localities have the
problems.’ Feds don’t have the
money anymore but they have
asserted themselves, particularly
in the area of telecommunication,
and pre-empted at (the) national
and state level the authority of
local communities to regulate
the telecommunication issues,”
Keene said.

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST ...
Palo Alto native Roark Luskin
is one of 18 cast members
competing on “Survivor” at Fiji’s
Mamanuca Islands premiering
Sept. 27 on CBS. This season,
the players are divided into
tribes based on a perceived
characteristic: heroes, healers or
hustlers. The objective is still the
same — to be the sole survivor
who wins $1 million. Luskin
is part of the healers group,
nicknamed the Soko Tribe, “that
receives gratitude for their good
work,” according to the show’s
website. She currently lives in
Santa Monica and enrolled as a
master’s student in social work
at the University of Southern
California, according to her
LinkedIn profile. The 27-year-old
describes herself as sarcastic,
focused and intelligent, according
to a video on CBS’ website.
“I’m a really competitive person,
and I hold myself to really high
standards. I’m really, really, really
achievement- and goal-oriented,”
she said on the video. Her takecharge attitude roots back to her
childhood. “Bossy’s a positive
word in my mind,” she said. “I’ll
have the ability to form genuine
connections with people, but I’m
not one to lose sight of why I’m on
Survivor — to be the winner,” she
said on her show profile. Luskin’s
fierce personality could take her
far. “I’m not going to set fire to
you the second I come out on the
beach, but I will insidiously bring
you down,” she said.

Veronica Weber

Upfront

Treasure Island Stamps & Coins and Nouvelle Bridal Boutique, located at 3703 and 3705 El Camino Real in Palo Alto, could be replaced by a 61-unit housing complex
proposed by Palo Alto Housing.

El Camino plan offers hope
to housing advocates
City Council lauds proposal from Palo Alto Housing;
considers new rules to stimulate more housing construction
by Gennady Sheyner

P

alo Alto’s elected leaders
found plenty to like on Monday in a new proposal to bring
61 units of desperately needed affordable housing to a transit-friendly
site in the Ventura neighborhood.
There’s just one serious problem:
It would violate the zoning code in
more ways than they can count.
The struggle to reconcile the
virtues and vices of the development proposed by the nonprofit
Palo Alto Housing dominated the
City Council’s discussion, with
members repeatedly saying they
support the goal of expanding the
city’s housing stock while raising
concerns about the project’s failure to comply with the law.
The council didn’t take any
votes Monday on the four-story
development proposed for 37033709 El Camino Real, which remains in an early planning stage.
Council members did, however,
send a signal — albeit a mixed
one — about their desire to see
the housing get built, one way or
another. The one question they
debated: Which way, exactly?
If approved, the project would
replace two small buildings that
currently house three businesses:
Treasure Island (a stamp and coin
shop), Nouvelle Bridal and Euro
Mart. In their stead would stand a
four-story development with retail
on the ground floor and 61 small
apartments above for low-income
residents and adults with disabilities.
To proceed, the project would
inevitably require a zone change.
The “neighborhood commercial”
zone in which it’s located allows

a maximum height of 35 feet and
about a dozen dwellings. Palo
Alto Housing’s proposed project
would be 48 feet in height (which
includes a 6-foot parapet on the
roof) and would have roughly five
times the number of allowed units.
And even though the city has recently passed a law that prohibits
the conversion of ground-floor retail to other uses, Palo Alto Housing has asked the council for an
option to have another nonprofit
use a portion of the retail space.
The El Camino proposal is Palo
Alto Housing’s first project within
city borders since 2013, when voters rejected by referendum its bid
to build 60 apartments for low-income seniors and 12 single-family
homes at the site of a former orchard at Maybell and Clemo avenues. The ill-fated project had farreaching consequences, prompting
the council to freeze its “planned
community” zoning (which allowed developers to barter with
the city over zoning exemptions)
and shaking up the City Council
with the election of members favoring slower city growth.
The 2013 referendum also
prompted Palo Alto Housing
Corporation to change its brand
by cutting out the last word in
its original name and to shift its
focus away from its hometown to
the nearby communities of Mountain View and Redwood City.
Since the Maybell mishap, Palo
Alto Housing has been developing 67-unit projects in both cities.
Candace Gonzalez, CEO of
Palo Alto Housing, told the

council Monday that the region
is going through a housing crisis
that requires immediate attention.
“We have thousands of applicants on our combined waitlist, with the average turnover
(in apartments) of seven to eight
years,” said Gonzalez, whose
company administers Palo Alto’s
below-market-rate housing program. “Our workforce and seniors
are getting forced out of town.”
The council Monday found the
nonprofit’s proposal to be reasonable, if somewhat problematic,
owing to its zone-busting nature.
To solve the zoning problem,
the council considered three
different avenues. One option is
to create a local density-bonus
law that would allow a higher
density for projects that are 100
percent affordable housing, feature ground-floor retail and are
located in areas served by transit.
Another option is creating an
“affordable housing combining
district” in certain sections of
the city, a designation that would
function like an zoning overlay.
Under this alternative, the overlay would be combined with the
underlying district to create more
flexible development standards
for affordable-housing projects.
The third — and perhaps most
controversial — option is to revive the “planned community”
(PC) zone. Mayor Greg Scharff
favored this approach, noting that
it would allow the city to tailor the
zoning standards to the particular
project without setting any precedents for the rest of the community. Concurrently, the city could
launch a community conversation
about potentially relaxing some
zoning standards to encourage
more housing development.
But others saw the PC zone as
a political hot potato. Councilwoman Karen Holman was one of
several members who supported
creating an “overlay” district for
affordable housing. This should
be done through a community
discussion and ample resident

feedback, she argued.
A development overlay would
at least have some element of predictability, Holman said, for both
the applicant and the community.
A PC zone, conversely, is “really
is a wildcard,” she said.
“I think this community very
much supports affordable housing,
but people also have a right to expect projects and proposals that fit
in with the context,” Holman said.
Her colleagues largely agreed.
Councilwoman Lydia Kou, who
vehemently opposed the Maybell
project in 2013, argued that the
PC process has been “abused and
manipulated” by developers. Historically, the process was used to
build popular affordable-housing
and senior-housing projects,
including Lytton Gardens and
Channing House. More recently,
commercial developers relied on
it to obtain height exceptions and
density bonuses in exchange for
“public benefits” that many in
the community deemed as dubious and that in some cases failed
to materialize at all.
Kou argued that the zoning tool
ultimately did more harm than
good because it divided the community and fostered distrust.
“I’d hope in this process that
we do come together in an open

and transparent way,” Kou said.
While council members Kou,
Eric Filseth and Tom DuBois all
opposed the Maybell proposal in
2013, each of them lauded Palo Alto
Housing on Monday for its work in
reaching out to the community —
even if each had some reservations
about the current plans.
The nonprofit has already had
more than 20 meetings with
neighbors, project manager Danny Ross said. Over the course of
its discussions with neighbors,
Palo Alto Housing agreed to reduce the number of stories from
five to four; lower the number of
units from 67 to 61; scrap its proposal to move its office to the new
development; and add two parking spots, for a total of 44.
DuBois lauded the organization
for doing early outreach. But like
Filseth, he was hesitant to commit
support to a project that violates
the zoning code.
“It is putting a pretty urban
building in a low-intensity residential area,” DuBois said.
Vice Mayor Liz Kniss had
fewer hesitations. A staunch proponent of building more housing,
Kniss emphasized the fact that
the project does not exceed the
(continued on page 9)

Veronica Weber

DEVELOPMENT

Rudy Schroeter, owner of Treasure Island Stamps & Coins, sorts
coins in his shop alongside volunteer Ron Hall. The space, which
Schroeter has owned for the past 26 years, could be replaced by
housing.
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Upfront

School district
(continued from page 5)

in reopening the compensation
article of the contract,” he wrote
in an email Thursday afternoon.

A school board unaware

M

cGee first publicly disclosed the mistake in a
weekly message posted
on the district website last Friday.
Below paragraphs on weighted
grading and the previous week’s
board meeting was a short paragraph that said early property tax
estimates (for the 2017-18 fiscal year) from the Santa Clara
County Assessor’s Office have
come in higher than the district’s
conservative budget projection
of 3.73 percent and that the additional $4.4 million would be used
to pay for raises for teachers and
classified staff.
Later that day, after inquiries by
the Weekly, McGee updated his
message, adding two sentences:
“While we would have preferred to have more flexibility if
we reopened the 2017-18 contract,
due to some misunderstanding
and misinterpretation of contract
language, we missed this opportunity,” he wrote. “This caused
some confusion, but the union
and district leadership worked
through it and we are moving
forward.”

reopened negotiations. She said
she did not check in nor ask for
an update about how negotiations
were proceeding between the
March deadline and the board’s
approval of the budget in June.
Godfrey said her understanding, based on what she learned
from McGee, was that Bowers
“thought” he had provided notice
but there is no documentation of
him doing so.
“’I thought I had done it or I had
conversations about it’ isn’t good
enough for trying to reopen a contract that is closed,” she said.
While Bowers was responsible for
the district’s adherence to the contracts, McGee also holds responsibility as his manager, Godfrey said.
“While he (McGee) doesn’t sit
at the negotiating table, I think
he’s the one closest to the negotiations and responsible for keeping
us on track,” she said.
Vice President Ken Dauber called
it a “serious management failure.”
“My assumption as a board
member was that district staff was
correctly handling this with the
union, not that our conversations
in board meetings constituted notice in the contract,” he said.
Trustee Todd Collins, who centered his 2016 election campaign
around the district’s response
to the budget shortfall, agreed.
He has requested that the board
schedule a closed-session evaluation of the superintendent.
Collins said the failure to reopen

‘This is something that the senior manager
in the organization has to be paying close
attention to and clearly did not. I don’t call
that a misunderstanding, I call that a mistake.’
— Todd Collins, member,
Board of Education
Board President Terry Godfrey
told the Weekly that she was “disappointed” that there was confusion between the district and its
unions. She had assumed that
there would be no raises this year
given that’s what was built into
the adopted budget.
She was unaware, she said, that
the district’s lead negotiator at the
time, Bowers, had not formally

negotiations is an “egregious,”
“self-inflicted error” with broadreaching implications, financial
and otherwise, for the district. He
said he had assumed that “the staff
had done their job, as they do in every aspect of negotiating the contract, of doing what they needed to
do to trigger the out clause related
to the 3 percent raise.”
“There is no more important

How the compensation package works
Compensation terms from collective bargaining agreement between PAUSD and its teachers,
classified unions. Adopted May 24, 2016; effective through June 30, 2018
Property Tax

2015-16
school year

2016-17
school year

2017-18
school year

If equal to amount
budgeted for

5% raise
paid
retroactively

4% raise + 1%
bonus

3% raise + 1% bonus

If greater than budgeted
for by 1.5% or more

End-of-year bonus
will increase
to 2%.

End-of-year bonus
will increase
to 2%.

If less than budgeted
for by 1.5% or more

Bonus will be
eliminated.

Bonus will be
eliminated.

If the actual property tax received for 2016-17 is more or less than than 1.5%
of the amount budgeted for, each party has the option to reopen negotiations
on the 3% raise in 2017-18 by March 15, 2017.

date on the calendar from a fiscal
management point of view than
that date,” he said of the March
15 deadline. “This is something
that the senior manager in the organization has to be paying close
attention to and clearly did not.”
“I don’t call that a misunderstanding,” he said. “I call that a
mistake.”
Trustee Jennifer DiBrienza said
the contract was “clear” and that
“the district has to be more proactive in dealing with changes in
circumstance.”
Trustee Melissa Baten Caswell
said she assumed there wouldn’t
be enough property tax growth
to pay the 3 percent raise and deferred further questions to Godfrey and McGee.
McGee would not affirmatively
state that he was unaware of the
March 15 deadline. He said he
“wasn’t at the bargaining table”
and didn’t deal with the contract
on a daily basis.
“Obviously if I were aware of it
on March 15, we would have said
something,” McGee said.
He said the district tried to find
documentation of any notice to
reopen negotiations, and neither
Karen Hendricks, the new assistant superintendent for human

resources, “nor anyone else currently employed here could find
anything definitive.”
Union representatives, who
would not agree to be interviewed
by the Weekly but instead provided statements by email, said their
unions were unaware of any dispute
about the contract until last month.
Teri Baldwin, president of the Palo
Alto Educators Association (PAEA)
said that the teachers union “didn’t
know there was an issue until August when we returned to work.”
Classified School Employee
Association (CSEA) President
Meb Steiner said CSEA “raised
the issue when we became aware
of it,” also in August.
Baldwin said that “complicating
matters,” there wasn’t an adopted
budget until late June, after the
school year ended. The board, however, approves the budget around
that time every year, preceded by
many budget discussions. What’s
more, according to Mak, the first
draft of the 2017-18 budget that included no raises for employees was
presented publicly on Aug. 23, 2016.
“We did not see that adopted
budget,” Baldwin said, without
explaining why.
On Aug. 14, McGee met with
Steiner and Baldwin, he said. The

same day, according to Hendricks,
the classified union filed a formal
grievance against the district but
withdrew it the following week
“upon working through the situation in a collaborative process
with the district,” Steiner wrote
in an email to the Weekly.
“There was some confusion
about the contract language; we
were brought into the discussion
and were able to work out things
out,” Baldwin said in a statement
on behalf of the PAEA executive
board. “We appreciate the collaborative relationship we have
with the district and the Board of
Education.”
She declined to elaborate on what
“confusion” there was, stating that
“it would be more appropriate for us
to let the district office characterize
the confusion if they wish to.
“Working through the issue ultimately required only a couple
of conversations, and we are all
satisfied with the process and results,” she said.

A safety valve that
wasn’t

B

efore approving the district’s first-ever multiyear union contracts last

A look back: How the district failed to reopen union contract negotiations
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June 21,
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2016:
2016: District
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learns that
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board
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percent base salary increases (5
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2016-17 and 3 percent in 20172016-17
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resulting in a $3.7
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Aug. 11,
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2016:
2016:
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District
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the 2016-17 school year.
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budget
Chief Budget Officer Cathy
session. Superintendent
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Aug. 25, 2017: McGee announces in a weekly
Week of Aug.
Aug. 30, 2017:
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Aug. 14,
Aug. 25,
message that the district will give teaching and
14, 2017:
District receives
Board discusses
2017: CSEA
2017: CSEA
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a
3
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Because
the
raise
McGee informs
updated property
negotiations
files a formal
withdraws
was included in the contract approved two years
board members
tax estimate of
with teachers
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following
McGee told the Weekly. McGee also announces that
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2017-18 from the
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including
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failed to reopen
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session, per board
requesting
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memorandum of understanding that says they shall
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Upfront
year, several board members and
McGee hailed the foresight of a
protective provision that would
allow the district to eliminate
one-time bonuses and to reopen
negotiations if property tax revenue came in 1.5 percent lower
than expected.
And when that exact situation
came to pass in July 2016, they
pointed with relief to what McGee called a “safety valve.”

budget to make up for the first
year of the ongoing budget gap.
The bulk of savings came from
personnel changes and alternative
revenue sources, but cuts closer
to the classroom were also made,
like a reduction in the per-studentallocation provided to each school.
Collins said this week he worried that, long-term, the district’s
failure to comply with the contract could damage its relation-

‘While (McGee) doesn’t sit at the negotiating
table, I think he’s the one closest to the
negotiations and responsible for keeping us
on track.’
—Terry Godfrey, board president,
Board of Education
“What was key about this contract was that there are triggers
that allow our district, our staff,
our community to have a second
conversation,” then-trustee Camille Townsend said on July 27,
2016, when the board convened
for a special meeting over the
summer to discuss the surprise
shortfall. “You try to build in
conditions that make it safe for
you. What this board did was
build in conditions that would
trigger a reassessment if the numbers weren’t satisfactory.”
At the same meeting, board President Heidi Emberling defended the
multi-year contract as a “bold” decision to change the way the district
negotiates with its unions.
“Luckily we built in the trigger
language if we were surprised by
the numbers,” she said in an interview with the Weekly at the time.
“There was some forethought
there in terms of planning.”
In an interview that July, McGee told the Weekly that both
sides talked about having the
“safety valve language from the
get-go” of negotiating the new
three-year contract.
“It was wise that we did and
that’s the reason it was there,” he
said.
Over the next 11 months, in
more than a dozen meetings,
board members and district staff
sought input from the community
and eventually cut $4.37 million
from the district’s $230 million

ships with its employee unions.
“In addition to the straight-up
financial consequence, it puts us
in a more contentious relationship with our employees, who are
essential to the district,” he said.
“As we go into negotiating a new
contract, we’ll have this event
hanging over us.”
Under the current contract, negotiations for a new agreement
are set to start by the fall of the
2017-18 school year.
Godfrey said Tuesday that in
light of the budget shortfall and
the negotiations misstep, the district will likely return to its historic practice of negotiating annual contracts, with retroactive
pay increases.
“Maybe keeping it simple is the
better thing to do,” she said. “We
wanted to support our negotiator’s and superintendent’s desire
to have a more predictable look
at the future ... but it did not turn
out to be that way.”
Dauber, who cast the sole dissenting vote against the multiyear contract, said this “mistake”
compounds a contract that “already gave unnecessarily high
pay increases and neglected the
financial health of the district.”
“It’s unfortunate that the increase in property taxes that we
saw for this school year — that
we won’t be able to use that increase to protect against further
cuts and to direct it to educational
benefits for students and instead

Housing
(continued from page 8)

citywide 50-foot height limit
(even if it goes above the 35foot limit in this specific zone).
She noted that the city hadn’t
built any affordable-housing
projects since 2012 and praised
Palo Alto Housing for getting
neighbors’ feedback on its early
plans.
“I think it’s important that
people know that you met with
so many neighbors, that you
thought about it very carefully
and that you did come up with
(a proposal) under the 50-foot
height limit,” Kniss said.
The Monday discussion suggested that — much like in the
Maybell debate — the outcome
of the El Camino project will
have reverberations well beyond its immediate site. Filseth,
Holman and Councilman Cory
Wolbach all said they support
creating a “framework” for
evaluating future affordablehousing projects and, if needed,
providing them with more development flexibility.
Planning staff will present options for achieving this broader
goal in the coming months, as
it concurrently processes the
will be devoting it to further pay
increases,” Dauber said.
From Collins’ perspective, the
failure to reopen negotiations is
indicative of a broader culture
of non-compliance in the school
district. He points to other issues,
from the district’s repeated violations of federal anti-discrimination law Title IX in sexual misconduct cases to a failure to post
minutes of board meetings in a
timely, regular manner, as evidence of this culture.
The school board will soon
start the process of searching for
a new superintendent to replace
McGee, who plans to retire at the
end of this school year. Collins’
“most important criteria” for this
person is a high level of attention
to detail and compliance.
“I think one of the most important issues of the district is
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2016: Board
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approves
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another
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the shortfall
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of budget
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potential cuts
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to discuss
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for 2017-18
meeting.
the
school year.
shortfall.
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SuperPresident Meb Steiner
Teachers and
district receives
intendent
notifies the district
classified
a preliminary
Max McGee
of failure to reopen
unions realize
estimate for
meets with
negotiations on the 3
the contract
2017-18 property
Meb Steiner
percent pay increase,
was not
tax growth of 7.78
and PAEA
according to McGee,
reopened,
percent, compared
President Teri
making the withholding
according
to 3.73 percent
Baldwin to
of the raise a violation of
to their
in the adopted
discuss the
the union’s contract.
leadership.
budget.
raises.
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application from Palo Alto
Housing.
So far, the response from the
public to the new housing proposal has been largely positive,
with more than a dozen residents, housing advocates and
parents of children with disabilities attending the Monday
meeting, most to support the
project.
Resident Ron Hall cited Palo
Alto’s history of creating housing to meet surging demand in
the aftermath of World War II.
He asked the council to move
ahead with similar urgency.
“The need in the area and the
need in Palo Alto is extreme,”
Hall said. “It’s easy to do. All
you have to do is commit to do
it.”
But Ventura resident Becky
Sanders urged the council not
to play “fast and loose with the
building codes” in approving a
large new building in an area
already rife with new developments. Her neighborhood’s
parking shortage is a real problem, she said. So is the size and
mass of the proposed building,
she added, and the potential loss
of retail space.
Rebecca Parker Mankey, who
also lives in Ventura, saw things
differently. Having less retail
changing that culture. Having a
culture has to start with a board
and superintendent that focuses
on getting the details right and
on complying with laws, policies, regulations,” he said. “Until
we have that, we will continue to
have these kind of mistakes.”

The added bonus

I

n addition to the unbudgeted
salary increases, the district
will likely also end up paying teachers and classified staff
a 2 percent bonus at the end of
the school year as a result of
ultra-conservative budget projections. Under the contract, if the
actual property tax received for
the 2017-18 school year is greater
than budgeted for by 1.5 percent
or more, a 1 percent automatic bonus will be increased to 2 percent.

Feb. 13, 2017:
District receives
updated
property tax
estimate
for 2016-17
from county
Assessor’s
Office.

space at the site wouldn’t be a
huge deal, she said.
“We’d just end up with another restaurant that I can’t afford,”
Parker Mankey said. “I’d rather
have more neighbors. We need
housing more than we need restaurants. Let’s face it: We can
all find somewhere to eat.”
Another voice of support
came from just beyond the city’s
southern border.
“Where does Palo Alto Housing build housing? In Mountain
View,” said Mountain View
Vice Mayor Lenny Siegel, in reference to the nonprofit’s 67-unit
Eagle Park Apartments for veterans and low-income residents
at 1701 W. El Camino Real,
which broke ground last month.
Speaking as an individual
(and not in his official capacity)
Siegel asked the Palo Alto council to join his city and “return to
the history of building affordable housing at a time when all
our communities need it.”
“Send a signal to the builders
— not just Palo Alto Housing
but other nonprofit developers
— that Palo Alto is again open
to affordable-housing development,” Siegel said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady
Sheyner can be reached at
gsheyner@paweekly.com.
Early estimates from the county
provided to the district indicate
property tax growth will be coming in well above that 1.5 percent
threshold — 6.52 percent compared to 3.73 percent in the district
budget. (Mak received this updated
projection from the Santa Clara
County Assessor’s Office and the
Controller’s Office on Wednesday.)
While this is expected to provide
the district with about $4.4 million
more than budgeted, it will almost
certainly result in the additional one
percent bonus being paid at a cost
of about $1.5 million — requiring
further cuts to school programming
or pulling from budget reserves.
The board will next discuss the
budget at its Tuesday, Sept. 12,
meeting. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.
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2017: Board
2017:
2017: Board
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Board
holds special
budget
discusses
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to discuss
discuss budget
budget
additional
cuts for 2017cuts for
budget cuts
18 school
2017-18.
for 2017-18.
year.

June 20, 2017:
June 6,
Board adopts the
2017:
2017-18 budget,
Board
which includes no
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salary increases
2017-18
for employee
budget
groups and uses
balancing
conservative 3.73
plan at
percent property tax
regular
projection.
meeting.

May 23,
March 15, 2017:
2017: Board
Deadline by which
directs
the district had to
allocation
notify the unions of
of funding,
an intent to reopen
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BUSINESS

Music school moving to College
Terrace Centre

City Council backs ban on car idling

Mountain lion sighting prompts day long search
Police were keeping an eye on the Old Palo Alto neighborhood,
where an adult mountain lion and its kitten were reportedly seen in
a large tree on Thursday morning.
The sighting was reported to police around 6:20 a.m. in the 1700
block of Webster Street, police said.
Officers responded to the scene, but the two animals hadn’t been
seen since the initial report, police said later in the day.
It’s unclear whether the animals are still in the area, but if they are
found, police said they aim to safely extricate them.
A resident who lives nearby spotted the animals in a large redwood
and called 911, police Capt. Zach Perron said. The resident is a credible source and has experience with mountain lions.
“An adult mountain lion, this far into the community, inherently
by its very presence is a danger to public safety, so we’re prepared
to do whatever we need to do. Hopefully, we’re going to be able to
tranquilize this animal if we are able to see it again, which remains to
be seen. Our goal is to protect public safety, and, if we can, to protect
the cats’ lives, too,” he said.
Police advised parents to drive their children to school on Thursday as the investigation continued.
Anyone who encounters a mountain lion is encouraged not to run
and to try to appear larger, while speaking in a loud voice.
Persons who see the mountain lions are asked to call 911 and stay
at a distance from the animals. Q
— Palo Alto Weekly

Police: Plotted collision leads to robbery
A 7-Eleven employee was targeted in a strong-arm robbery Monday morning, when two people followed her from East Palo Alto to
Palo Alto, where they purposely collided into her car and took her
money, police said Wednesday.
The robbery on Newell Road was reported to police dispatch
around 9:40 a.m.
The woman was driving on Newell and Edgewood roads when she
was rear-ended by the sedan, police said.
A man riding in the sedan went up the woman, apologized for the
collision and recommended she take a picture of the damage.
When the woman stepped outside of her car, the man snatched her
cellphone from her hand.
He then took her bag carrying thousands of dollars in cash for
deposit before running back to the sedan. The driver then drove
south on Newell Road.
The woman was not injured in the robbery or collision.
The man who took the woman’s phone and money was described
as a black man in his 20s, about 5 feet, 10 inches tall with black hair,
wearing a loose, white T-shirt with a logo and khaki pants.
The driver was described as a Pacific Islander man in his 20s with
long, curly brown hair, wearing a black T-shirt.
The sedan had four doors and a yellow paper front-license plate.
East Palo Alto police are assisting Palo Alto detectives in identifying the two men.
Anyone with information is asked to call the department’s 24hour dispatch center at 650-329-2413.Q
— Jamey Padojino
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New Mozart School of Music takes ‘leap of faith’ after eviction from church
by Sue Dremann

A

Palo Alto music school
forced out of an Old Palo
Alto church after city staff
determined that its classes violate
the land’s zoning has found a new
home at College Terrace Centre.
The New Mozart School of Music, which was among many tenants
asked to vacate First Baptist Church
at 305 N. California Ave., is relocating to a 2,450-square-foot space on
the ground floor at 2100 El Camino
Real. The school joins College Terrace Market, the first tenant to occupy retail space at the new center,
which opened this spring.
New Mozart owner Christine
Shin, who had operated the school
at the church for 12 years, said she
took a leap of faith and put her
home up as collateral to finance
the build-out at College Terrace
after receiving a notice from city
code enforcement in early 2016
that the school was not a “permitted use” in the single-family residential zone. The city’s planning
department said the school was a
“personal service” rather than a
“private education facility.”
The church site also lacked adequate parking for the school, according to the city.
“I never thought I’d venture into
such a huge liability,” said Shin,
adding that rent at the College Terrace Centre will be roughly four

Veronica Weber

An effort in Palo Alto to pass a law barring cars from idling moved
ahead on Monday night, when the City Council fully endorsed the
new ordinance.
By an 8-0 vote, with City Councilman Adrian Fine absent, the
council directed staff to come up with an ordinance that would make
it illegal for cars to run their motors while standing still for more
than two or three minutes. Once drafted, the ordinance would go to
the council’s Policy and Services Committee for review before the
full council adopts it.
The drive was sparked by a campaign conducted by youth members of the local Sierra Club Chapter and Shelly Gordon Gray, a
Sierra Club board member.
In response, Vice Mayor Liz Kniss and council members Karen
Holman, Eric Filseth and Tom DuBois co-authored a memo urging
a new anti-idling ordinance. The law would prioritize education over
enforcement and the primary costs would be posting signs at idle-rich
places such as schools, truck delivery stops and employee bus stops.
“I think there’s very little dependency on enforcement,” said Filseth,
who calculated that the ordinance would reduce emissions by roughly the
same amount as taking between 120 and 240 cars off the road per year.
Not everyone at Monday’s meeting was convinced that the new
ordinance is a good idea. Omar Chatty, vice president of the Silicon
Valley Taxpayers Association, asked the council to respect the intelligence of the city’s residents, who are well-educated and who “don’t
need laws for every nit-picky thing.” Q
— Gennady Sheyner

Guitar teacher Vincent Spaulding teaches Grant Rolston, 14, some
new chords during a guitar lesson at the New Mozart School of
Music. The school, which is among the tenants that the City forced
out of First Baptist Church for violating zoning codes, is relocating
to College Terrace Centre on El Camino Real.
times what she paid at the church.
But she remains undaunted.
On Tuesday, Shin said tenant
improvements have begun at the
site and the school could open in
late November or December. The
space will have a maximum occupancy of 45 persons and include a
group practice area, six individual
practice rooms, six offices, a storage room, a reception area and
two all-gender restrooms. And
College Terrace Centre also has
underground parking.

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (Aug. 28)

Palo Alto Housing: The council discussed a proposal by Palo Alto Housing
to build a development with 61 units of below-market-rate housing at 3709 El
Camino Real. Members also discussed possible zoning mechanisms they can
create to enable the project, with the majority favoring an “overlay” zone that
would grant housing projects density bonuses. Action: None
Idling: The council directed staff to draft an anti-idling ordinance and to bring
it back to the Policy and Services Committee for review. Yes: DuBois, Filseth,
Holman, Kniss, Kou, Scharff, Tanaka, Wolbach Absent: Fine

Planning and Transportation Commission
(Aug. 30)

Stanford GUP:The commission heard a presentation from Santa Clara County
about the traffic study findings relating to the Stanford General Use Permit
application. Action: None
Marijuana:The commission recommended approving an ordinance banning
marijuana dispensaries. Yes: Unanimous

Board of Education Policy Review
Committee (Aug. 31)

UCP: The committee discussed a revised board policy and administrative
regulation on the district’ Uniform Complaint Procedure (UCP), recommending
that the changes be reviewed by the federal Office for Civil Rights. Action:
None
Nondiscrimination/harassment: The committee discussed a revised board
policy and administrative regulation on nondiscrimination/harassment and
recommended it be brought before the full board with no changes. Yes:
Unanimous
Sexual harassment: The committee discussed a revised board policy on
sexual harassment and recommended it be brought before the full board. Yes:
Unanimous
Involuntary student transfer: The committee discussed a new board policy on
involuntary transfers for students who have been convicted of violent crimes
and recommended it be brought before the full board. Yes: Unanimous

Ironically, the music school
may miss out on a potential deal
between the city and the church
that would allow the other tenants
to stay. On Monday, Shin said she
learned that Palo Alto might consider giving First Baptist a conditional-use permit as a community
center. The church would have to
meet certain requirements, including for parking, before a permit could be granted, City Manager James Keene said during an
Aug. 14 City Council meeting.
First Baptist’s other tenants
include iSing Girl Choir, Tuesday Night Tango, Bisheh Toddler
Class, Chinese Global Artist Association, Resounding Achord,
Palo Alto Philharmonic, Moveable Feet, Stanford Folk Dance,
Tango Argentina and therapists
Jill Cooper, Jennifer Merrill and
Joellen Werne. Keene has directed staff to temporarily stay the
evictions of tenants who request
more time to find a new location,
he said.
Shin thinks that allowing the
church to function legally as a
community center would be a
plus for everyone.
“I’m really glad the city is looking at more positive solutions. It’s
a wonderful place for the community. I do believe that to have
a place for affordable rent is good
for the community,” she added.
Shin said New Mozart will remain at the church until the College Terrace location is ready. She
might consider keeping a smaller
space at the church in addition to
the College Terrace building if
the church receives a conditionaluse permit. But she is committed
to moving College Terrace Centre, which is one mile from her
previous location, she said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.
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Palo Alto commission backs
ban on pot shops
Commercial cannabis sales would be prohibited
by Gennady Sheyner

L

egal marijuana may soon be
the law of the land, but Palo
Alto residents who expect
to see a pot shop opening up in
their neighborhood will likely be
in for a buzzkill.
The city is preparing to pass a
law that would ban local marijuana dispensaries — an effort
that the Planning and Transportation Commission unanimously
supported on Wednesday night.
The city’s law would effectively
extend the ban on dispensaries
that the council passed last year
as an “emergency” measure and
that is set to expire in November.
The new law is the city’s latest response to Proposition 64,
a measure that California voters passed last November and
that received support from about
two-thirds of local voters. While
the state law legalizes and taxes
marijuana, it also gives local
agencies some power to curtail
commercial operations.
Palo Alto is one of several cities looking to exercise this power (Campbell and Beverly Hills
also have passed local restrictions). The new local ordinance
would have to kick in before Jan.
1, 2018, when the state is scheduled to start issuing licenses for
commercial marijuana operations. In presenting the proposed
ordinance, Deputy City Attorney
Tim Shimizu characterized it as
a way to preserve some local
control in California’s evolving
landscape of marijuana law.
If the City Council were to

ban dispensaries after next Jan.
1, existing shops would likely be
“grandfathered” in and allowed
to operate.
Shimizu said the new ordinance would prohibit most
commercial activities (with the
exception of marijuana deliveries) “to give the city more time
to study its options and wait for
the final state regulations to be
released.”
The commission’s vote follows
a similar action by the council’s
Policy and Services Committee,
which backed the new ordinance
by a 3-0 vote in June.
Councilman Cory Wolbach,
who chairs the committee, said
at the June meeting that given
the changes happening at state
level, passing a law that maintains the status quo is a prudent
action.
“Once the state law is cleared
up, we can have a real discussion, understanding the context
of state law,” Wolbach said.
The planning commission
voted 7-0, with commission
members agreeing to recommend maintaining the city’s ban
on marijuana dispensaries while
allowing delivery services. The
council also agreed last year to
ban outdoor cultivation, though
that ban will expire in November. After that, the city will be
operating under state standards
for outdoor cultivation — which
means that growing up to six
plants outdoors will become legal, provided the marijuana is

within a locked space and out of
public view (indoor cultivation is
allowed under the state law).
The commission also considered on Wednesday a proposal
from city staff to further limit
cultivation by requiring it take
place inside fully enclosed “accessory structures,” such as a
shed or greenhouse. Members
rejected this option, with Commissioner Eric Rosenblum saying doing so would be “meaningless” (since pot must already
be out of public view); Commissioner Doria Summa calling the
idea “a little silly;” and Chair
Michael Alcheck arguing that it
would “add a level of complexity
that I don’t think is prudent.”
Otherwise, the commission
was fully on board with staff’s
proposal to keep marijuana dispensaries out of Palo Alto.
“In general, I support the
conservative approach,” Commissioner Ed Lauing said. “It’s
the Wild West. Let’s figure out
what’s going on.”
The commission also agreed
with the council’s direction in
deciding to allow commercial
operations to deliver marijuana
to local users. Susan Monk was
one of several commissioners
who advocated for allowing delivery, though she also lobbied
for more stringent verification
requirements, to make sure that
the recipient of the marijuana is
of legal age.
The new ordinance intends
to buy time for Palo Alto to

AVIATION

Locals react to court ruling
over new flight path
‘NextGen’ procedures and routes overturned in Phoenix, Arizona;
locals studying implications for Palo Alto

A

federal appeals court in
Washington, D.C., on
Tuesday overturned the
Federal Aviation Administration’s controversial rerouting of
flight paths in Phoenix, Arizona,
calling the agency’s approval of
its NextGen flight-procedures
program at Sky Harbor International Airport “arbitrary and
capricious.”
The 2-1 ruling from the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit could
potentially set the stage for other
cases against NextGen in municipalities where the FAA changed
flight paths and deemed doing
so to be not contentious or of

by Sue Dremann
minimal impact but failed to
give the public the opportunity
for review.
Congress mandated the FAA
to overhaul the country’s aviation
system, but the resulting program
has sparked outrage nationwide
because of increased aircraft
noise and new flight paths over
communities that previously did
not have many planes overhead.
The Phoenix case has been closely watched by anti-airplane noise
groups and municipalities.
Santa Clara County Supervisor Joe Simitian, who chaired
the former Select Committee
on South Bay Arrivals, which
recommended changes to Bay

Area flights to the FAA, said the
court’s decision was very pointed
and somewhat surprising.
“I think it can only be helpful
to Palo Alto and the surrounding
area,” he said by phone. “For a
court to determine that a government decision was arbitrary and
capricious is very unusual. That
is a very high threshold.”
The court pushed back on the
FAA’s argument that the level
of noise increase from NextGen in the Phoenix area was not
controversial.
“It gives the FAA reason to
take a step back and say, ‘What
have we done and where do we
go from here?’” Simitian said.

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session
to discuss its labor negotiations with the Utilities Management and
Professional Association of Palo Alto. The council will then discuss a
possible extension of the city’s annual limit on office development; and
consider adopting a community engagement plan, a problem statement,
objectives and evaluation criteria for grade separation alternatives. The
closed session will begin at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept 5 at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave. Regular meeting will follow in the Council Chambers.
COUNCIL RAIL COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to hear a
presentation from SamTrans on the Draft Dumbarton Transportation
Corridor Study. The meeting will begin at 8 a.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 6,
in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
COUNCIL APPOINTED OFFICERS COMMITTEE ... The committee plans
to discuss its labor negotiations with the four council appointed officers.
The meeting will begin at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 6, at City Hall,
250 Hamilton Ave.
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to
discuss the performance evaluation of the city attorney and the city
auditor. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 6, at City
Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
UTILITIES ADVISORY COMMISSION ... The commission plans to
discuss the Electric Integrated Resource Plan; the Utilities Strategic
Plan; the city’s Smart Grid Projects; the Hydroelectric Generation
Variability Management Strategy; and local solar programs. The meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 6, in the Council Chambers at
City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to hold a
preliminary review for a five-story parking garage proposed for 375
Hamilton Ave.; and for a proposed redevelopment of the Castilleja
School campus, which includes a below-grade parking garage and
replacement of several structures. The meeting will begin at 8:30
a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 7, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.

consider “alternative regulations,” according to a report from
the Department of Planning and
Community Environment. The
report also suggests that the new
ordinance could also be a stepping stone to other regulations.
“Should the city wish to regulate personal uses of cannabis,
including smoking and personal

cultivation, staff recommends
that regulations or laws be developed after the State issues its
regulations,” the report states.
“In other words, the recommended ordinance is a first step
in several possible steps toward
regulating commercial and personal use of cannabis in Palo
Alto.” Q

He did not think the decision
would necessarily be a legal
precedent that anyone can draw
on. He said the court’s decision
was largely fact-specific and
highly procedural, but once it got
past the procedural discussions,
the tone was decisive and pointed, he noted, quoting the judges’
narrative of events:
“The public’s reaction was
swift and severe: the planes supplied the sound, the public provided the fury.”
Jennifer Landesmann, a member of local watchdog group Sky
Posse Palo Alto, said the decision
could yield important leverage
for the city. The FAA is assessing
54 potential modifications recommended last November by the
12-member Select Committee on
South Bay Arrivals. She noted
that the court stressed the need
for careful assessment of proposed changes and alternatives.
In the Bay Area, the FAA’s initial “Finding of No Significant
Impact” for the Northern California Optimization of Airspace
& Procedures in the Metroplex,

which sets the procedures and
routes into and out of San Francisco International Airport, was
done with an assessment that
did not specify where the routes
would fly over, how many jets or
at what altitudes, Landesmann
noted.
In Phoenix, the FAA made a
blanket decision that the flight
changes would not have a significant impact in Phoenix, which
the court said was ludicrous. The
city also presented alternatives,
but the court found the FAA did
not consider them.
U.S. Appeals Judges Judith W.
Rogers and Thomas B. Griffith
found the FAA violated the National Historic Preservation Act
by not accounting for the effect
on historic structures eligible for
the National Register of Historic
Places. Under that law, agencies
must consult with representatives
of local governments and other
“stakeholders” to determine
that historic structures would
not be adversely affected by the
(continued on page 12)
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FAA flight path
(continued from page 11)

agency’s actions. The agency
is obligated to present relevant
documentation -- even if it has
determined there would not be an
adverse impact, the court noted.
The FAA consulted with only
low-level employees in the city’s
aviation department who were
not experts and were never designated as city representatives.
The FAA also did not provide
documentation to the city about
its finding of no adverse impacts,
the court said.

“By keeping the public in the
dark, the agency made it impossible for the public to submit
views on the project’s potential
effects — views that the FAA is
required to consider,” the court
noted.
The FAA also failed to disclose the environmental impacts
of a “major” action prior to
implementing the NextGen program, as required under the National Environmental Policy Act.
It also violated its own rules under the FAA Modernization and
Reform Act of 2012 by categorically excluding the procedures
from environmental review, even

Stanley George Parry
December 28, 1936 - August 19, 2017
Stanley George Parry, a 44year resident of Palo Alto, died
at Stanford Hospital on August
19th. The son of George S. and
Elizabeth J. Parry, Stan was born
in Seattle, Washington but grew
up in Piedmont, California. He
graduated from Piedmont High
School, San Francisco State, and
UCLA Law School. He began
his career in health planning
in the San Joaquin Valley and
San Jose before he became the
administrator of the Northern
California Cancer Program (now the Cancer Prevention Institute
of California), a research consortium that includes Stanford
University, UCSF, and other cancer centers.
Stan spent most of his life, however, devoted to his two special
interests. The first was serving the developmentally disabled
community. He was a co-founder 29 years ago of the Community
Advisory Committee, a volunteer group of parents who were
strong advocates for the education of special needs students. The
CAC is still an important part of the Palo Alto school district.
Stan was a co-founder and long-time president of Housing
Choices Coalition, a non-profit begun in 1997 to find affordable
housing in the area for people with developmental disabilities.
Housing Choices has secured hundreds of housing units in
Santa Clara, Monterey, and Santa Cruz Counties and provided
additional independent living support for the disabled
community in this area. He was also instrumental in the site
selection and construction of Page Mill Court, a 23-unit assisted
living apartment building for the disabled in Palo Alto.
Stan served on the oversight committee for the administration
of the Palo Alto school bond act in the 1990’s. He was a member
of the board of Imagine Supported Living in Soquel and on the
board of directors of Abilities United in Palo Alto.
Stan’s second passion was for architecture and photography.
He and his wife, Melinda, traveled extensively in France and
Italy to study and photograph medieval and Renaissance art
and architecture. His book, Great Gothic Cathedrals of France,
A Visitor’s Guide, was published in 2001 by Penguin/ Viking
Studio, and to his great delight it was reissued by Oro Editions
this summer in a larger format with new color photographs. His
photographs, which can be seen at stanparryphotography.com,
have been used by other authors for their publications.
Stan was known to all his friends and those who worked
with him for his keen intellect, integrity, and wonderful sense
of humor. He was dearly loved and will be greatly missed by
everyone.
He is survived by his wife, Melinda, his sons, Jeffrey and
Christopher, his brother and sister-in-law, David and Susan
Parry of Bethesda, MD, and numerous nephews and nieces.
Memorial contributions may be made to Imagine Supported
Living Services in Soquel (imaginesls.org) or to Abilities United
in Palo Alto (abilitiesunited.org). Many thanks to his wonderful
doctors at PAMF and Stanford Hospital. A celebration of his life
will be held later this fall.
PAID
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though the actions are likely to
be highly controversial on environmental grounds. Instead, the
court wrote, the FAA decided
the NextGen procedures were
not likely to be highly controversial for the environment and
therefore did not merit an environmental review.
The court found that determination arbitrary and capricious.
The FAA had admitted its failure
to notify local citizens and community leaders of the proposed
new routes before they went into
effect. The FAA’s proposal was
to increase by 300 percent the
number of aircraft flying over
25 historic neighborhoods and
buildings and 19 public parks,
with 85 percent of the new flight
traffic coming from jets, the
court said.
“The idea that a change with
these effects would not be highly
controversial is ‘so implausible’
that it could not reflect reasoned
decision-making,” the court
noted.
The FAA also erred by deviating from its usual practice
of assessing when new flight
routes are likely to be highly
controversial. In the past, when
assessing proposed route changes at airports in Northern California; Boston, Massachusetts;
Charlotte, North Carolina; and
Atlanta, Georgia, the FAA has
relied on its general observation
that a proposal is likely to be
highly controversial if it would
increase sound levels by five or
more decibels in an area already
experiencing average levels of 45
to 60 decibels, the court noted.
The FAA did not explain how the
Phoenix plan could be less likely to stir controversy than other
plans that had the same projected
impact, the court wrote.
The federal Transportation
Act also calls for “special efforts” to preserve the natural
beauty of public parks and recreation lands and historic sites.
The FAA’s failure to consult
with all local officials over those
areas when assessing noise impacts violates that requirement,
the court noted. The FAA argued
the Phoenix sites are not generally recognized as quiet settings
because of their urban location.
The court disagreed.
“That isn’t enough. Even in the
heart of a city, some neighborhoods might be recognized as
quiet zones,” the judges wrote.
The FAA had asked the court
to dismiss the case based on the
fact that the plaintiffs had not
petitioned for a Court of Appeals
review of the FAA order within
the 60 days required by law, but
rather six months too late. But
the court found there were “reasonable grounds” for extending
the review deadline under the
“timeliness exception.” The
FAA had told plaintiffs it might
change its final order, giving the
plaintiffs the impression that the
plan was still open to modifications. The plaintiffs, therefore,
had reasonable grounds for delaying their court filing, the
court found.

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online
throughout the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAlto
Online.com/news.

Pedestrian killed in collision on El Camino
A 52-year-old man hit by a car on El Camino Real Sunday night
near Palo Alto’s Ventura neighborhood died of major injuries the
following day, police said. (Posted Aug.29, 9:50 a.m.)

Judge tentatively rules in favor of recall
The group working to unseat Santa Clara County Judge Aaron
Persky won a legal victory on Monday afternoon, when a retired
judge tentatively ruled that its recall petition is lawful and can
proceed, lifting a temporary restraining order that had prevented
the campaign from gathering signatures to place the measure on
an upcoming ballot. (Posted Aug. 28, 5:16 p.m.)

Man seriously injured from 30-foot fall
An elderly man suffered serious injuries after he fell 30 feet
down into a dry creek bed along the San Francisquito Creek in
Palo Alto on Saturday, a fire official said. (Posted Aug.28, 10:55 a.m.)

Local startup pilots robot delivery service
Walk down the street in Palo Alto and you might notice a white,
four-wheeled box moving toward you. The self-driving robot, part
of a pilot program by local startup Robby Technologies, delivers
food, groceries and packages by following routes mapped by the
company. (Posted Aug. 27, 6:31 a.m.)
Want to get news briefs emailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

“To conclude otherwise would
encourage the FAA to promise
to fix a problem just long enough
for 60 days to lapse and then to
argue that the resulting petitions
were untimely,” Judges Rogers
and Griffith concluded.
But in his dissenting opinion,
Senior Circuit Judge David B.
Sentelle argued that the timeliness exception for allowing the
case to be filed later than 60
days was not met. He did not
address the other merits of the
case but only his opposition to
extending the court-filing time.
Lane McFadden, a U.S. Department of Justice attorney
who argued the case, declined to
comment on the court’s ruling.
He said his office is still weighing its options regarding further
appeals. Asked if the ruling
might affect NextGen programs
in other jurisdictions, he said, “I
don’t know that it would.”
Likewise, the FAA is reviewing its options.
“We will carefully review the
decision before deciding on our
next steps,” the FAA said in a
statement provided by spokesman Ian Gregor.
City Attorney Molly Stump said
in an email that her office will consider the ruling from all angles.
“While the specific facts in
the Phoenix case are different
than what has developed in our
region, we are reviewing the
Court’s decision carefully and
will be working closely with the
City Council and community
with respect to potential impacts
and what this might mean for
Palo Alto,” she said.
Landesmann said that for local

residents, a takeaway from the
Phoenix case is the importance
of strong city government advocacy. She noted the role of the
city of Phoenix, even as the airport owner, which “appealed the
process with hard data and vigorously represented the interests
of their citizens.”
She added, “Every Palo Alto
resident should read the court’s
decision because it can help inform the upcoming formation of
a new representative body to address jet noise with the FAA.
“Standing community aircraft
forums have for years presided
over significant changes to our
airspace without focusing on
environmental reviews when
they should have had them. It’s
also time to modernize the way
impacts for these environmental reviews are assessed and
the metrics employed to assess
changes. Local agencies are not
constrained to do meaningful assessments to help inform the situation, as the city of Phoenix did.”
Simitian said he plans to go
to Washington, D.C. next week
after Congress returns from its
recess, and while there he will
seek a meeting with Rep. Anna
Eshoo, a member of the Quiet
Skies Caucus, who co-convened
the Select Committee on South
Bay Arrivals. Simitian said he
would also seek an appointment
with the FAA.
Eshoo, who is still on recess,
said in a statement to the Weekly that she has followed up with
the FAA to ask how it plans to
respond to the Appeal Court’s
decision and to inquire how this
will impact the Bay Area. Q

Pulse
POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Aug. 23-29
Violence related
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Strong arm robbery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suicide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Counterfeit currency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Abandoned bicycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 4
Driving without license . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/prop damage. . . . . . . 4
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Animal call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Elder abuse/neglect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Noise ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Frances Beedy King
January 21, 1916 - August 18, 2017
A native of San Francisco, Frances
Beedy King passed away at the Sequoias
in Portola Valley at age 101. She was born
at Mt. Zion Hospital to Mabel (Hosmer)
and Louis Samuel Beedy, an attorney in
the city. She grew up with older sisters
Mary Elizabeth and Katharine and
attended Katherine Delmar Burke’s
School. At Stanford University, she would
meet her future husband, John (Jack)
Bennett King, who would complete law
school in 1937, the same year she would graduate with a degree in
psychology. They got married at Grace Cathedral in 1939, and had
three sons in quick succession before adding a daughter in 1955.
Jack and Frances moved to “the country” in 1950 building a
house in Atherton where their boys used the lawn to good athletic
advantage. When the children were grown, Frances started a new
career in local real estate for many years. Jack passed away in 1985
and she moved into the Sequoias Health Center where she would
live for 25 years, enjoying many friendships and travel.
Known as Beedy, she is remembered by family for making lifelong friendships with so many people, keeping all her childhood
friends, and staying up late to write something personal on 400
Christmas cards. She was a very social person and gave generously
of her time and spirit.
Frances is survived by sons John (Nancy) of Walkerton, IN; Jim
of Palo Alto; Kevin of Palo Alto; and daughter Katharine of Marina
del Rey; seven grandchildren: Victoria Danby (Craig), Matt King
(Jackie), Stephanie King, Marcus King (Katie), Michael King,
Alexander Miskei and Rachel Miskei; and four great-grandchildren.
We are grateful to the Sequoias Health Center for their care and
love.
PAID
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Aug. 23-29

Violence related
Assault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Spousal abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Bicycle recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Coroner’s case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
CPS referral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Distubance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Info case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Mental Evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Welfare check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

El Camino Real, 8/23, 9:09 p.m.; strong
arm robbery.
Louis Road, 8/23, 9:27 p.m.; domestic
violence/battery.
Magnolia Drive, 8/25, 9:10 a.m.; suicide
adult/misc.

Menlo Park

Hill Avenue, 8/27, 1:37 a.m.; battery.
Cotton Street, 8/28, 2:10 p.m.; battery.
Coleman Place, 8/28, 5:32 p.m.; assault.
El Camino Real, 8/29, 1:42 p.m.;
domestic disturbance.
Marsh Road, 8/29, 2:30 p.m.; spousal
abuse.

CITY OF PALO ALTO
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
250 HAMILTON AVENUE,
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 AT 6:00PM
Action Items:
1. PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. Highway 101
Pedestrian/Bicycle Overpass and Adobe Creek Reach Trail
Project [17PLN-00212]: Recommendation on Applicant’s
Request for Approval of a Site and Design Review to
Allow Construction of a Multi-Use Pedestrian and Bicycle
Overpass Structure Over Highway 101 Near San Antonio
Road, Construction of the Adobe Creek Bridge and Adobe
*YLLR 9LHJO ;YHPS HUK 9LJVUÄN\YH[PVU VM [OL (KQHJLU[
Parking Lot at 3600 West Bayshore Road. Environmental
Assessment: An Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
was Circulated for Public Comment On September 1, 2017
and Circulation Ends on October 2, 2017. Zoning Districts:
PF(D), PF, ROLM, and GM. For More Information, Please
Contact the Project Planner Claire Hodgkins at claire.
hodgkins@cityofpaloalto.org.
2. PUBLIC HEARING Planning and Transportation
Commission Review and Recommendation Regarding the
June 30, 2017 Draft of the Comprehensive Plan Update,
with a Focus on the Draft Transportation and Land Use
Elements. For More Information, Contact Elena Lee at
elena.lee@cityofpaloalto.org
The Planning and Transportation Commission is live streamed
online at http://midpenmedia.org/category/government/cityof-palo-alto and available on via cablecast on government
access channel 26. The complete agenda with accompanying
reports is available online at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/
boards/ptc/default.asp. For Additional Information Contact
Yolanda Cervantes at Yolanda.Cervantes@cityofpaloalto.org or
at 650.329.2404.
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Harriet Wilhelmina Coulson
Nov. 29, 1926 – Aug. 6, 2017
Harriet Coulson was born in
the state of Washington to Alma
& Charles Coulson in November
of 1926. She passed away in
Portola Valley, CA on August 8,
2017. When Harriet was a young
girl, her family left a thriving feed
and seed business in Napavine
to farm in Tulelake, CA. She
attended school in Tulelake with
her two brothers, John and Carl,
until she left to attend college at
Stanford University in Palo Alto,
CA. There she majored in Social Science, played clarinet in
the Stanford Band and became a life-long, avid Stanford
Football fan. She graduated in 1948, but never lost ties with
her alma mater. After going off to see the world, Harriet
came back to get a Masters in Education in 1955 and
became a 30-year, veteran teacher in Palo Alto.
Harriet rejected two (possibly three!) marriage
proposals in lieu of adventure. Her adventures included
four years skiing and working in Sun Valley, ID; longboarding and working at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel in
Hawaii (1952); Graduate School at Stanford University;
a sabbatical in Europe; summer & retirement travel to
innumerable countries and states. She would find her
permanent home among the redwoods in Portola Valley.
Her beautiful setting became home to her mother, Alma;
her niece, Nancy; and several other individuals who would
become life-long friends. Although she had no children of
her own, she was close to both her brothers’ children.
Harriet is survived by her nieces, Karen (& Charles)
Crawford of Anderson, CA, and Nancy (&Alexander)
Warrington of Klamath Falls, OR; her nephews, Kent (&
LouElla) Coulson of Anderson, CA, and Brad Coulson of
La Quinta, CA; and a close cousin, Sally (&John) Dorf of
Gardnerville, NV. She will be remembered by family and
friends as a person who loved and lived life to its fullest.
The Memorial Service for our dear Harriet will be
on Saturday, September 9, 2017 at 2:30PM at Valley
Presbyterian Church in 945, Portola Rd., Portola Valley,
CA. Reception will immediately follow. Graveside Burial
Service will be held one week later on Saturday, September
16 at 10:00AM at Klamath Memorial Park, Klamath Falls,
OR. In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to a charity
of your choice.
PAID
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Grifﬁn’s knows how to ﬁx it right the FIRST TIME
C e l e b r a t i n g 5 3 Ye a r s i n M o u n t a i n Vi e w

10%

Off

ENTIRE

Our highly trained technicians service
most makes and models
• Free check engine light testing
• Free brake inspections
• Free air conditioning
inspections
• 36 month or 36,000 mile
guarantee

• Free pickup and delivery
for regular service
• Free rental car for major repairs
• Free shuttle services
• Specials for ﬁrst time
customers

SERVICE

Certiﬁed and guaranteed

On labor and
OEM parts
only - call for
details.

GRIFFIN’S (650) 961-8657

2423 Old Middleﬁeld Way, Mountain View
behind Bajis Café • Mon - Fri 8AM–5PM • Sat 9AM–2PM

AUTO REPAIR

www.grifﬁnsauto.com/testimonials

Transitions
Births, marriages and deaths

James L. Krahenbuhl
James L. Krahenbuhl, a longtime
resident of Palo Alto, died on July
29 after fighting non-Hodgkins
Disease lymphoma for the past two
years. He was 74.
He was born in Appleton, Wisconsin, in 1942. There, he met his
wife, Betty, in elementary school,
and after dating her in high school,
went on to earn his bachelor’s degree
in zoology as well as his master’s

and doctorate
degrees in medical microbiology
from the University of Wisconsin. The two
married while
he was in graduate school.
In January 1970, he accepted a
postdoctoral fellowship in infectious diseases at Stanford University

Alissa Riper Picker
November 6, 1962 – August 18, 2017
Resident of East Palo Alto
Alissa Riper Picker peacefully passed away at home on Aug. 18,
2017. She is now in heaven after living a life marked by empathy,
grace, joy, and courage. Alissa lived boldly as she learned to trust
God and not fear. She demonstrated great courage in the midst of
challenges throughout her life, yet she would want recognition and
praise to go to God for drawing close to her and giving her strength
to endure and be content. Alissa died after a two year journey with
brain cancer, specifically grade 4 glioblastoma. She is greatly missed,
but we rejoice that Jesus has welcomed her with open arms and she
has assuredly heard the words, “Well done, my good and faithful
servant!”
Alissa was born in Redwood City to parents Barbara Kaseberg
Riper and Howard Riper. Alissa lived in the Palo Alto area her entire
life: eighteen years in Palo Alto, four years at Stanford, and thirtythree years in East Palo Alto (EPA). She attended
Green Gables (now Duveneck) and Castilleja before
heading to Stanford where she received her BA
in Comparative Literature (French and Italian).
Highlights of her time on “The Farm” included
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship and study abroad in
Florence. Later on she earned an MA in Counseling
Psychology from Notre Dame de Namur University
while working as a legal secretary during the day. At
the law firms, Alissa was well-liked and respected for
her smarts, warm disposition, boundless energy, and
rapid-fire typing speed.
Also at Stanford, she and several friends were
inspired to respond to God’s call for social justice
and racial reconciliation. This led Alissa and six
of her classmates to move to EPA upon graduating in 1984. They
sought to understand the needs of their neighborhood and see how
they might be able to serve. This led them to the beautiful children
of EPA and their families, including endless opportunities to play
games, make crafts, tutor, mentor, share meals, study the Bible,
provide transportation for medical appointments, visit homes, go
on field trips, head to the beach, and attend Christian camp in the
mountains. In three short years, this grass roots effort morphed into
the non-profit organization, Bayshore Christian Ministries, which
continues to serve the youth of EPA.
It was in EPA where Alissa met Norm Picker, a New Jersey native
and recent Santa Clara University graduate, who shared the same
commitment to Jesus and passion for the community. Norm and
Alissa married in 1987 and made EPA their home where they raised
their children, Skye and John. Over the years, Norm, Alissa, Skye
and John spent time in their hometown and also in the surrounding
cities, gaining friends from “both sides of the freeway”. As a result,
they often saw God using them as a bridge between communities,
helping to foster understanding and break down preconceptions,
fears, and prejudices.
In 2005, Alissa accepted a call to serve as a Bible Study Fellowship
Teaching Leader for a class of two hundred fifty women in Redwood
City. She faithfully served in this role for ten years and loved
teaching God’s word, mentoring, and encouraging women to receive
God’s love and share it with others. Alissa was gearing up for her
eleventh year when diagnosed with brain cancer. Due to God’s grace
and BSF’s structure, the class continued to thrive as the mantle was

passed to another capable and godly leader who continues in that
role today.
Alissa was a licensed Marriage & Family Therapist with her own
practice for nearly twenty years. She considered it a privilege and joy
to support her family by helping people in this way. Alissa counseled
people from all walks of life. When appropriate, she enjoyed offering
prayer and Biblical truth in addition to the science of psychology.
She believed that effective counseling was most possible when people
tapped into the love and power of God. Furthermore, Alissa often
used her training to serve others beyond her office.
Incredibly, Alissa also found time to devote herself to being a
wife and mom. She faithfully encouraged Norm through various
job changes, a major career change early in their marriage, and the
construction of a new home. Rain or shine, Alissa could always be
seen on the sidelines of her children’s sporting events,
and she was greatly appreciated for masterfully
organizing the carpools for away games. She also
headed the Keys School Welcome Committee,
welcoming new families with so much warmth
and authenticity that they all quickly felt at home.
Her family loved her great meals and especially
appreciated her listening ear even after long evenings
of counseling.
Alissa served as a Sunday school teacher at Menlo
Park Presbyterian Church (now Menlo Church) while
in college. As a young Mom she was blessed to be part
of the Mothers Together group at Menlo Church as
well as a playgroup organized through the Parents’
Club of Palo Alto and Menlo Park. She has been a
member of Abundant Life Christian Fellowship for twenty-two years
where she enjoyed participating in a Growth Group, the Mom’s Time
Out group, and the Communion Team. Prior to joining Abundant
Life, Norm and Alissa were members of the Community Church of
EPA for about five years. Alissa was also an avid fan of Stanford
women’s and men’s soccer and could usually be found at their games.
Quite simply, Alissa loved God and loved people. Of course she
was not perfect at this, but she always strove to fulfill these two
greatest commandments and along the way touched many people.
Her friends treasured her wisdom and truthfulness, along with her
witty sense of humor. Alissa had a knack for making people feel
comfortable; somehow they knew that when she asked, “How are
you?”, she meant it and was ready to listen. While participating in
Young Life as a teenager, Alissa heard and believed that God loved
her and wanted to have a relationship with her. She opened her heart
to God and never looked back. Over the years, she increasingly
understood that following Jesus brings maximum joy and fulfillment.
Alissa leaves behind her husband of thirty years, Norman Picker
Jr., her daughter Skye Talavera and son-in-law Jose, her son John
Picker, her mother Barbara Riper, and her two brothers Kevin
(Kerry) Riper and John (Kathy) Riper.
A celebration of Alissa’s life will be held on Saturday, September
9 at 11:00 AM at Abundant Life Christian Fellowship, 2440
Leghorn St., Mountain View, CA. Casual and colorful attire is
encouraged. In lieu of flowers, please consider giving to one of
the organizations listed here: https://pickerfamily.wordpress.
com/2017/08/29/celebrating-the-life-of-alissa-riper-picker/
PAID
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Medical Center. After 13 years of
living in the area, the couple relocated to Louisiana in 1983, where
they stayed for 30 years.
While living in Louisiana, he
worked for the United States Public Health Service (USPHS) at
the National Leprosarium in Carville as chief of the immunology
research department. He was an
adjunct professor of physiology at
Tulane University in New Orleans
and adjunct professor of microbiology at Louisiana State University’s
Graduate School. He became chief
of the laboratory research branch in
1994 and became director of the National Hansen’s Disease (Leprosy)
Program in 2005.
In 1974, he was awarded a National Institutes of Health Career
Development Award, and in 1990
he was awarded the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Distinguished Service Award for his
leprosy research.
In addition to his time spent researching, he wrote, printed and
bound nine volumes of books about
moments shared with his wife and
son.
After working past retirement
age, he and his wife returned to
Palo Alto in 2013 and celebrated
their 50-year wedding anniversary
in 2015. He was active even in his
last days, going to the San Francisco
Symphony and remaining positive
and grateful for his life despite his
illness.
He is remembered for his quick
wit and long drawn-out jokes. His
interests included reading, classical
music, drawing mice, volleyball,
hiking and camping.
He is survived by his wife, Betty
Krahenbuhl, of Palo Alto; son, Jeff
Krahenbuhl (Rebecca), of Fremont;
and granddaughter, Amber.
A memorial service is planned for
Sept. 9. Visitation is at 10:30 a.m.,
and the service is at 11 a.m. at The
Church of the Nativity in Menlo
Park, with a celebration of life to
follow.
In lieu of flowers, donations may
be made to the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society on his behalf (donate.lls.org).
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Editorial
Time for McGee to go
School superintendent’s latest
blunder is the final straw

T

he revelation last Friday that top Palo Alto school district
administrators never took the necessary steps earlier this
year to reopen negotiations with the district’s two unions,
as directed by the school board in order to cancel a third year of
scheduled raises in the face of budget shortfalls, is a shocking
and costly display of incompetence and negligence.
It means the district will have to spend as much as $6 million
for unbudgeted employee raises and bonuses and make substantial new budget cuts in the months ahead, all because of a missed
deadline.
Equally disturbing is the attempt by Superintendent Max McGee, Chief Budget Officer Cathy Mak and the unions to withhold
information on how this happened and to explain it away as a
simple “misunderstanding” that was quickly resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.
The details, as best we could ferret them out over the last
five days, are reported today by Weekly education writer Elena
Kadvany.
What is clear is that McGee failed to pay attention to the single-most important fiscal issue on his plate this year: the renegotiation of the third year of the union contracts in order to help
solve last year’s embarrassing crisis — Mak’s miscalculation of
property-tax revenue.
McGee and his staff missed the March 15 deadline for informing the unions that the district wanted to reopen the final year of
the contract (this school year), pursuant to a clause McGee himself had earlier heralded as a critical “safety valve” that would
allow the district to roll back raises if property-tax revenues fell
short, as they did.
His one-paragraph public revelation, buried in last Friday’s
online “Superintendent’s Update,” claimed the mistake was a
misunderstanding caused by “confusion” over the language in
the contract. It was a deliberate effort to obfuscate what had happened, hide it from the public and deflect responsibility.
Even worse, McGee’s update initially had no explanation at all,
only an announcement that employees would be receiving 3 percent raises. Only when the Weekly asked for an explanation was
this opaque statement added: “While we would have preferred
to have more flexibility if we reopened the 2017-18 contract, due
to some misunderstanding and misinterpretation of contract language, we missed this opportunity. This caused some confusion,
but the union and district leadership worked through it and we
are moving forward.”
This is why properly managed organizations have calendars,
tickler files and other procedures for monitoring critically important deadlines.
The Board of Education should be embarrassed and angry that
its chief executive has put it in this situation, and the board deserves its own criticism for not issuing a full statement on how
and why taxpayers are once again paying millions of dollars due
to management failures. The board should also explain why it
wasn’t asking its own questions about the progress this spring
of what should have been negotiations over the third year of the
contract, especially when it saw the proposed budget for this year
with no salary increases.
And how is it possible that Cathy Mak, who to her credit reminded now-retired Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources Scott Bowers about the March 15 deadline, failed to
report anything further to the board through the entire budget
process nor explain why she included no raises in the budget?
And the two employee unions, which were fully aware that the
district intended to roll back their raises in the third year of the
contract, said nothing before or after the March deadline. Then
astonishingly, they remained silent as McGee and the board put
together the budget for this year, with no employee raises, knowing full well that because the deadline had been missed those
raises would have to be paid.
The last two years of McGee’s chaotic leadership, staff turnover, improper handling of sexual harassment cases, lack of
transparency and repeated self-inflicted controversies have whipsawed the community with one tumultuous mismanaged issue
after another.
This is the last straw. The school board should ask for McGee’s
resignation or, if necessary, terminate him. Q

Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

A lesson in design
Editor,
The real reason why retailers at
Alma Village don’t do well is because people driving down Central
Expressway don’t see any store
fronts nor parking spaces. All one
sees is the back of buildings, all of
which should be a lesson to any
would-be developers.
Urban Cummings
Parkinson Avenue, Palo Alto

Disruptive construction
Editor,
Tremendous disruption to the
center of the Gunn High School
campus started last year with some
kind of intended construction project. My children complained about
the noise, the loss of common space
to eat their lunches and for social
interactions and the increased time
spent having to walk around the
fenced off areas and being late for
classes.
Yesterday, I visited the site and
am shocked that nothing has been
built yet. All the land is just cleared
down to the dirt surrounded by
pipes and fences. I assumed that
during the summer there would
have been major work completed.
When my children attended Terman Middle School three to four
years ago, the library remodeling
went over two academic years, with
the children’s cafeteria displaced.
Why on earth it took two years to
remodel an existing space makes
no sense.
I am afraid that the construction
at Gunn will grind on for years.
Why are they adding all this additional noisy construction stress
to students? I am afraid my kids’
well-being is being sacrificed for
an administrator’s ego project.
Andy Miksztal
Cereza Drive, Palo Alto

Depriving residents
Editor,
I fail to see the logic of forbidding the San Francisco Mime
Troupe to perform in Palo Alto
because they solicit donations after
their performance.
The Mime Troupe purposely

does not have corporate or government sponsors in order to freely
address topics of public concern
from their left-of-center and human-values viewpoint. I can’t help
but wonder if their performance
content has something to do with
this ridiculous ban.
It saddens me that a park full of
Palo Alto residents is now deprived
of an evening out here in town —
deprived of an excellent performance by consummate professionals who poke fun at pretension,
meanness, greed and wrong-doing
in the prevailing culture.
Shame on the City Council.
Karen Damian
College Avenue, Palo Alto

Serving the community
Editor,
Our state’s elderly population is
expected to grow more than twice
as fast as the total population, so it
is critical to build communities that
support and celebrate older adults.
Since 1972, La Comida, the oldest and largest Senior Nutrition
program in Santa Clara County,
has been supporting the needs of
adults 60 years and older in Palo
Alto. La Comida serves a balanced
meal five days a week; the menu
is dietitian approved; it’s geared toward the needs of older adults.
More than the meal, La Comida
has created a community that helps
feed the social needs of its patrons
with interaction, friendship and celebrations. As people grow old, the
likelihood of experiencing age-related loss increases. Such loss may
impede the acquisition of relationships and loneliness may lead to serious health-related consequences.
The social aspect of La Comida
cannot be understated; La Comida
is more than the meal.
It has been a difficult process
finding a suitable home for La
Comida to continue its operation.
As the site manager for La Comida,
I want to assure everyone that we
strive to continue to serve our community. We are grateful to the folks
at Stevenson House, who will host
La Comida for the next year, and
look forward to a healthy relationship with them.

To our senior community, bear
with us as we continue to search
for a long-term home for our program. We are committed to our
community and our mission of
providing appetizing, nutritious
and affordable lunch to seniors and
to enriching their lives by creating
a cheerful, socially stimulating atmosphere while they dine.
The staff and volunteers take
pride in the work we do for our
community.
Mary Ruth Batchelder
Bryant Street, Palo Alto

Lip service to reducing
greenhouse gasses
Editor,
I read with interest the article
“Palo Alto looks to curb ‘idle’
cars” (Palo Alto Weekly, Aug.
25). I, too, am in favor of any
effort that will reduce unnecessary emissions that contribute
to global warming and applaud
Ms. Gordon Gray’s campaign.
However, I must point out that
the City of Palo Alto has had an
ordinance forbidding the use of
gas-powered leaf blowers for several years, and that ordinance has
been widely ignored.
I reported the use of a gaspowered leaf blower that was being used on three lots adjoining
ours. By the time a police officer
arrived a half hour later, the gardener was done with his blowing, and the officer observed him
crossing the street with the offending blower to load it in his
truck. Because the officer did
not actually see him using the
blower, no action was taken. But
I was subjected to a lecture by
the officer for wasting his time,
and I was told that he had much
more important matters for his
attention.
Cars come equipped with catalytic converters, which greatly
reduce the amount of pollution
emitted while driving or while
idling. Gas-powered leaf blowers do not, and most are powered by two-stroke engines
which are a significant source
of pollution.
So, I can only assume that
when Ms. Gordon Gray’s activity leads to action by the City
Council, it will also fall into the
category of something that is
not worth the time or effort to
enforce. What a shame that as a
city we give lip service to reducing greenhouse gasses but aren’t
prepared to follow through with
what it takes to actually do it.
Joyce Nelsen
Bryant Street, Palo Alto
Submit letters to the
editor of up to 300 words to
letters@paweekly.com. Submit
guest opinions of 1,000 words to
editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone
number so we can reach you.
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Cosmologist Marianne (Carie Kawa) and
beekeeper Roland (Robert Gilbert) get acquainted
in the romantic drama “Constellations,” which
runs through Sept. 17 at the Mountain View Center
for the Performing Arts. Photo by Kevin Berne

REVIEW THEATER
eekeeper Roland meets
theoretical physicist Marianne at a backyard barbecue in England. It’s sunny. Or,
it’s raining. They flirt, but he’s
unavailable. Or she is. Or they
barely talk at all. Or, they continue to flirt but then the chemistry fizzles out. Or it doesn’t, and
they eventually embark on an
important, long-term relationship, which leads to marriage.
Or not.
In Nick Payne’s “Constellations,” receiving its regional
premiere with TheatreWorks
Silicon Valley, the world (or
worlds, rather), contains infinite
timelines and multiverses, each
with their own alternate realities
and myriad possibilities. Payne’s
script allows just a few of these
moments (and a few of their alternate versions) to play out over
the course of the one-act show.
With each rendition of each
snippet of dialogue, we hear the
lines repeated, often verbatim,
but with the actors’ delivery and
director Robert Kelley’s staging
tweaked slightly, in sometimessubtle ways, which change the
tone and probable ramifications
dramatically.
In one scene, Marianne (Carie Kawa) and Roland’s (Robert
Gilbert) deliveries may be flirtatious and good-natured. In the
next, they may bark out the lines

‘Constellations’
explores a multitude
of romantic
possibilities and
parallel worlds
by Karla Kane
bitterly, or be hesitant and shy.
To make it all even more mindbending, some scenes are placed
out of chronological (well, what
we in this limited reality think
of as chronological) order, unraveling what limited plot elements
we receive in a mixed-up fashion. After their first meeting, we
see snapshots of their lives: Roland and Marianne on dates, on
the verge of a break-up, confronting a terrible, devastating blow,
reuniting cutely at a ballroom
dance class, and considering
marriage. Watching these fine
actors play with nuance and tone
is quite entertaining, as they shift
from romantic comedy to tragedy and back again, although in
some ways this gimmick seems
more of a vehicle for showing
off acting skills than fleshing
out characters or plot. Regardless, it’s fun.
The characters’ vocations tie
in nicely to their worldviews
and conversations. Marianne, as
a scientist and professor of cosmology, is in her element when
pondering the cosmos and the
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mysteries of time, explaining elements of string theory, echoes of
the Big Bang, gravity and nonlinear concepts of chronology
to an intrigued Roland. He, as
an earthy, easygoing beekeeper,
on the other hand, loves his work
harvesting honey and, in one
memorable section, ponders the
short but intensely purpose-driven life of bees, wishing in some
ways human life was more like
hive society (or is it already?).
The sometimes-couple discusses
the idea of free will vs. fate, and
the nature of reality. While Roland wonders if — time and the
perception of one reality being
an artifice — there is any point
or meaning to anything they do,
Marianne counters that the possibility of infinite realities in fact
makes each choice they do or do
not make (rather, both do and do
not make) no less powerful. It’s a
comfort, in fact, that this timeline
is not the only chance. “We have
all the time we’ve always had,”
she tries to explain, as he laments
that their time seems to be running out all too quickly. And even

though their lives take different
twists and turns, there does seem
to be an element of destiny at play
as they connect with one another
across the universes.
Though in some ways these are
big issues, the play is at its best
in the small, clever moments and
interesting touches. In one scene,
for example, Roland mentions his
sister, Heather, while in its parallel counterpart, he mentions
heather as a suitable plant for his
bees. In another scene, the characters suddenly communicate
in British Sign Language rather
than speaking aloud. Gilbert
has a mellow charm and a genuine British accent which, while
pleasing, has the unfortunate side
effect of making Kawa’s not-altogether-convincing accent attempts suffer in comparison, but
she gets along well enough. We
don’t get to know much about
them as characters, on the whole,
but what we are able to see is
enough to get attached to them,
and their possibly-star-crossed
love affair.
Andrea Bechert’s scenic design

and Steven Mannshardt’s lighting
design provide a minimalist but
effective and beautiful backdrop
to the action. A large, junglegym-like matrix of twinkling,
pulsing lights is reminiscent of
the stars themselves, as well as
of neural network and, ever-soslightly, even of hives and honeycomb. Well-crafted shifts in
lighting (and music cues by Cliff
Caruthers) help to indicate the
numerous timeline changes.
Bees? Parallel universes? England? If you know me, you’ll
know these topics are right up
my alley, so going into it, I was
fairly sure I’d enjoy it. Indeed, I
did. But even if you don’t happen
to share these particular interests,
chances are, you’ll find this engaging romance/thought experiment well worth while. It could
make a great outing for a date,
although you may find yourself
second-guessing everything you
say to your partner after — and
wondering how the date went in
all its parallel versions, pondering all its infinite possibilities. Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: “Constellations”
Where: Mountain View Center
for the Performing Arts, 500
Castro St., Mountain View
When: Through Sept. 17
Cost: $40-$100
Info: Go to theatreworks.org

Arts & Entertainment

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING
of the City of Palo Alto
Historic Resources Board [HRB]

ShopTalk

8:30 A.M., Thursday September 14, 2017, Palo Alto Council
Chambers, 1st Floor, Civic Center, 250 Hamilton Avenue.
Contact Alicia Spotwood at 650-617-3168, for information
during business hours.

Local food & retail happenings

PILATES V JOINS
CALIFORNIA AVE. ...
The short stretch along California
Avenue from Birch Street to Park
Boulevard could fast become
Palo Alto’s fitness row. Pilates V
is slated to open on the ground
floor of the Solid Electric Inc.
building at 267 S. California Ave.,
sandwiched between Amity
Crossfit — which opened earlier
this year — and Pure Barre
fitness centers. Performance
Gaines, which opened in August
2016, is across the street less
than a half block away at 310
S. California Ave. Each center
caters to a different niche,
according to descriptions on
their websites. The high amount
of foot traffic coming to and
from the nearby Caltrain station
has made that end of California
Avenue particularly attractive
for this type of business, Amity
Crossfit owner Zach Height
said when he opened his gym
there. According to the Pilates
V website, the fitness center
is set to open this fall and is
accepting applications for pilates
instructors. Palo Alto will be
the fourth studio in the familyowned chain, which launched
in Sunnyvale in 2015 and has
since expanded to Campbell
and San Jose’s Willow Glen
neighborhood and has plans
to open a fifth location in San
Mateo by early 2018. The studio
offers classical Pilates “with a
fusion of modern techniques

and adaptations,” according
to its website. Earlier this
week, a construction crew was
completing interior renovations
to the ground floor of the
building, which has been divided
into two storefronts. Raw Smoke
Shop is scheduled to open next
to Pilates V in the new, adjoining
951-square-foot storefront,
according to city permit records.
— L.T.
NEW ‘COMMUNITY’
PHARMACY ... National drug
store chain Walgreens has
applied to add a “community
pharmacy” at 217 Alma St., the
location of the former North Face
store, according to documents
filed with the city of Palo Alto.
The company submitted its
permit plans on Aug. 15.
The store would be the rear
tenant at the 7,622-square-foot
building and would occupy
3,350 square feet. The space
would include a sales section,
patient waiting area, pharmacy,
compounding room, community/
consulting room with seating and
a 40-inch television screen, two
consulting rooms, a restroom
and three offices, according
to the plans filed with the city.
The new pharmacy would be
called Community, a Walgreens
Pharmacy, said Scott Goldberg,
Walgreens senior manager of
media relations. Walgreens’
community pharmacies differ
from the larger retail stores by

not carrying other products such
as beauty supplies and foods.
Community pharmacies offer
more preventative amenities
and help patients manage more
complex conditions such as
cystic fibrosis, cancer, HIV and
organ transplants, Goldberg
said. Such pharmacies offer
personalized care and private
patient-consultation rooms
for managing medications,
in addition to many types of
immunizations, including those
recommended for travelers.
Walgreens currently has three
full-sized retail stores in Palo
Alto: 300 University Ave., 2605
Middlefield Road and 4170
El Camino Real. Walgreens
Disco Rex, “specialty” drugcompounding pharmacy for
patients with complex needs,
is also in downtown at 328
University. The new pharmacy
would not replace the existing
retail store on University Avenue,
Goldberg said. There is currently
no additional information
regarding whether Disco Rex will
remain, he added. — S.D.

Compiled by the Weekly
staff; this week written
by Linda Taaffe and Sue
Dremann. Got leads on
interesting and news-worthy
retail developments? The
Weekly will check them out.
Email shoptalk@paweekly.
com.

The High
Holy Days
Keddem Congregation
Community-led Reconstructionist services
Everyone is welcome, at no charge
Kehillah Jewish High School
3900 Fabian Way, Palo Alto 94303
• Wednesday, September 20, 7:30 PM Evening Service
• Thursday, September 21, 9:30 AM 1st Day Morning Service
10:00 AM Children’s Service
• Friday, September 29, 7:00 PM Kol Nidrey (and food drive)
• Saturday, September 30, 9:15 AM Morning Service (note earlier start time)
10:00 AM Children’s Service
5:00 PM Mincha, Yizkor, Ne’ilah
No-charge reservations Online: www.Keddem.org Phone: 650-494-6400 Email: hhd_reservations@Keddem.org

Inspirations A guide to religious services in your community newspaper. For advertising
information, email Blanca Yoc at byoc@paweekly.com or call 223-6596.

Study Session
Discussion regarding May 2018 Historic Preservation
Events. Discussion to Include CPF Conference, Educational
Opportunity, Historic Preservation Month and Submittal of
CLG Grant Application for Modern Era Context Statement.
For More Information Contact Amy French, Chief Planning
6ɉJPHSH[amy.french@cityofpaloalto.org
(T`-YLUJO*OPLM7SHUUPUN6ɉJPHS
The City of Palo Alto does not discriminate against individuals
with disabilities. To request an accommodation for this meeting
or an alternative format for any related printed materials,
please contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at 650.329.2550
(voice) or by e-mailing ada@cityofpaloalto.org.

PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM 90.1
CABLECAST LIVE ON GOVERNMENT
ACCESS CHANNEL 26
***************************************************
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS. THE
AGENDA WITH COMPLETE TITLES INCLUDING LEGAL
DOCUMENTATION CAN BE VIEWED AT THE BELOW WEBPAGE:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/agendas/default.asp

AGENDA-SPECIAL MEETING–COUNCIL CHAMBERS
September 5, 2017, 5:00 PM
Closed Session
1.
CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS; Employee
Organization: Utilities Management and Professional
Association of Palo Alto; (UMPAPA); Authority: Government
Code Section 54957.6(a)
Action Items
3.
PUBLIC HEARING. Adoption of an Ordinance for an
Extension of Interim Ordinance Number 5357 Imposing an
(UU\HS3PTP[VMUL[UL^:X\HYL-LL[VM6ѝJL9 +
<ZLZ PU +LZPNUH[LK (YLHZ VM [OL *P[` [V 1\UL  
as Recommended by the Planning and Transportation
*VTTPZZPVU VU 1\S`  " HUK +PYLJ[PVU 9LNHYKPUN
a Replacement Ordinance. The Proposed Ordinance is
Exempt From the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) in Accordance With CEQA Guidelines Section
15061(b)(3)
4.
Adoption of the Community Engagement Plan, Problem
Statement, Objectives, and Evaluation Criteria to Support
+L]LSVWTLU[HUK,]HS\H[PVUVM9HPSYVHK.YHKL:LWHYH[PVU
Alternatives
AGENDA-SPECIAL MEETING–COMMUNITY MEETING ROOM
September 6, 2017, 6:00 PM
Closed Session
1.
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION; Title:
City Attorney, City Auditor; Authority: Government Code
Section 54957 (b)
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Special City Council Rail Committee Meeting will be held
PU[OL*V\UJPS*OHTILYZVU>LKULZKH`:LW[LTILYH[
!(4[VKPZJ\ZZ!9LJLP]LHUK9L]PL^9HPS7YVNYHT)YPLÄUN
7HWLYMVY(\N\Z["HUK+\TIHY[VU;YHUZWVY[H[PVU*VYYPKVY
:[\K`7YLZLU[H[PVU +PZJ\ZZPVU
;OL :WLJPHS *V\UJPS (WWVPU[LK 6ѝJLY»Z *VTTP[[LL 4LL[PUN
will be held in the Community Meeting Room on Wednesday,
:LW[LTILY   H[ ! 74 [V KPZJ\ZZ!  *65-,9,5*,
WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS; Authority: Government Code
Section 54957.6(A).
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Thomas Shoebotham, Music Director
Lee Actor, Assistant Conductor

www.paphil.org
Tickets: $22/$18/$10 at the door or online
(general / senior / student)

8 pm Saturday

Baroque Concert
Purcell
J. S. Bach
J. S. Bach
Farina
Telemann
Handel

September 9, 2017
Suite in D Major for Brass
First Lutheran
Variations on Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott for Brass
Church,
Sonata for Viola da Gamba No. 2 in D Major
Palo Alto
Capriccio Stravagante for strings and harpsichord
Quartet for two flutes, bassoon and continuo
Concerto for Organ and Orchestra in G Major

Dances with Flute

Natalie
Haworth-Liu,
flute

Fall Chamber Concert
Granados
Brahms
Debussy
Beethoven

8 pm* Saturday

October 21, 2017

Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

Márquez Danzon No. 2
Nielsen Flute Concerto
Brahms Symphony No. 3

Cubberley Theatre, Palo Alto
(*7:30pm pre-concert talk)

8 pm Saturday

November 11, 2017
Spanish Dance #2 (for viola quartet)
First Lutheran
Appassionata (for viola quartet
Church,
Golliwog's Cake Walk/The Girl with the Flaxen Hair
Palo Alto
String Quartet No 11 in f minor, Op. 95

3DOR$OWR8QLÀHG6FKRRO'LVWULFW
Notice is hereby Given that proposals will be received by the
7HSV(S[V<UPÄLK:JOVVS+PZ[YPJ[MVYIPKWHJRHNLZ!
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK:
;OL^VYRPUJS\KLZI\[PZUV[SPTP[LK[V!
9LWHPY VM WVVS WSHZ[LY JVUJYL[L KLJR UL^ HUK YL^VYR VM
\[PSP[PLZ \UKLY [OL KLJR YLWSHJLTLU[ VM KHTHNLK [PSLZ
PUZ[HSSH[PVUVMUL^KLJRKYHPUZHUK9 9VMJVUJYL[LKLJR
H[13:4PKKSL:JOVVS13:7
There will be a mandatory WYLIPK JVUMLYLUJL HUK ZP[L ]PZP[
MVY WYVQLJ[ VU 9/13/2017 H[ [OL WYVQLJ[ ZP[L SVJH[LK H[ 480 E.
Meadow Dr. Palo Alto at 10:00 a.m.
Bid Submission: 7YVWVZHSZ T\Z[ IL YLJLP]LK H[ [OL District
-HJPSP[PLZ6ɉJL)\PSKPUN¸+¹VU6J[VILYH[!
a.m.
PREVAILING WAGE LAWS: ;OL Z\JJLZZM\S )PKKLY T\Z[
JVTWS`^P[OHSSWYL]HPSPUN^HNLSH^ZHWWSPJHISL[V[OL7YVQLJ[
HUKYLSH[LKYLX\PYLTLU[ZJVU[HPULKPU[OL*VU[YHJ[+VJ\TLU[Z
7HSV (S[V <UPÄLK :JOVVS +PZ[YPJ[ ^PSS THPU[HPU H 3HIVY
*VTWSPHUJL 7YVNYHT 3*7 MVY [OL K\YH[PVU VM [OPZ WYVQLJ[ 0U
IPKKPUN [OPZ WYVQLJ[ [OL JVU[YHJ[VY ^HYYHU[Z OLZOL PZ H^HYL
HUK^PSSMVSSV^[OL7\ISPJ>VYRZ*OHW[LYVM[OL*HSPMVYUPH3HIVY
*VKLJVTWYPZLKVMSHIVYJVKLZLJ[PVUZ¶(JVW`VM
[OL+PZ[YPJ[Z3*7PZH]HPSHISLMVYYL]PL^H[*O\YJOPSS(]LU\L
)\PSKPUN+7HSV(S[V*( 
(WYLQVIJVUMLYLUJLZOHSSILJVUK\J[LK^P[O[OLJVU[YHJ[VY
VY Z\IJVU[YHJ[VYZ [V KPZJ\ZZ MLKLYHS HUK Z[H[L SHIVY SH^
YLX\PYLTLU[ZHWWSPJHISL[V[OLJVU[YHJ[
7YVQLJ[ JVU[YHJ[VYZ HUK Z\IJVU[YHJ[Z ZOHSS THPU[HPU HUK
M\YUPZO[V[OL+PZ[YPJ[H[HKLZPNUH[LK[PTLHJLY[PÄLKJVW`
VM LHJO WH`YVSS ^P[O H Z[H[LTLU[ VM JVTWSPHUJL ZPNULK
\UKLYWLUHS[`VMWLYQ\Y`
;OL +PZ[YPJ[ ZOHSS YL]PL^ HUK PM HWWYVWYPH[L H\KP[ WH`YVSS
YLJVYKZ[V]LYPM`JVTWSPHUJL^P[O[OL7\ISPJ>VYRZ*OHW[LY
VM[OL3HIVY*VKL
;OL +PZ[YPJ[ ZOHSS ^P[OOVSK JVU[YHJ[ WH`TLU[Z PM WH`YVSS
YLJVYKZHYLKLSPUX\LU[VYPUHKLX\H[L
;OL+PZ[YPJ[ZOHSS^P[OOVSKJVU[YHJ[WH`TLU[ZHZKLZJYPILK
PU[OL3*7PUJS\KPUNHWWSPJHISLWLUHS[PLZ^OLU[OL+PZ[YPJ[
HUK 3HIVY *VTTPZZPVULY LZ[HISPZO [OH[ \UKLYWH`TLU[ VM
V[OLY]PVSH[PVUZOHZVJJ\YYLK
)PKKLYZ TH` L_HTPUL )PKKPUN +VJ\TLU[Z H[ -HJPSP[PLZ 6ɉJL
)\PSKPUN ¸+¹ )PKKLYZ TH` W\YJOHZL JVWPLZ VM 7SHUZ HUK
:WLJPÄJH[PVUZ MVY -PM[` KVSSHYZ   H[ ARC Document
:VS\[PVUZ *OLYY`3HUL:HU*HYSVZ*( 
7OVUL! (650)-631-2310 | Email: sancarlos@e-arc.com. This
MLLPZYLM\UKHISLPM[OL*VU[YHJ[+VJ\TLU[ZHYLYL[\YULKPUJSLHU
JVUKP[PVUIHJR[V[OL+PZ[YPJ[-HJPSP[PLZ6ɉJLUVSH[LY[OHU[LU
JHSLUKHYKH`ZHM[LY[OLKH[LVM[OLIPKVWLUPUN
(SSX\LZ[PVUZJHUILHKKYLZZLK[V!
7HSV(S[V<UPÄLK:JOVVS+PZ[YPJ[
*O\YJOPSS(]LU\L)\PSKPUN¸+¹
7HSV(S[V*( 
([[U!9VU:TP[O
7OVUL!  
-H_!
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Siddharth Dhananjay and Danielle Macdonald star in “Patti Cake$.”

Going like hot ‘Cake$’
Bad rags-to-rapping tale a crowd pleaser
00 (Aquarius)
more distinctive than
Writer-director GerOPENINGS what emerged when a
emy Jasper had an idea
bunch of established
for a zany Jersey ‘burbs
story of an aspiring white rapper, filmmakers explained what the
banged it out in 19 days, and got it story needed. Apparently, what it
accepted to the Sundance Screen- needed was to fit a tried-and-notwriters Lab. Once his script had so-true screenwriting template
been through the Sundance mill, so familiar that audiences could
Jasper nabbed the project entry practically write it themselves.
into the Sundance Institute Direc- “Patti Cake$” has a hook: downtors Lab. Once completed, Jasper’s trodden, plus-sized, white Jersey
debut feature “Patti Cake$” won Girl Patti Dumbrowski wants to
a slot at the 2017 Sundance Film be a rap star. As polished up by
Sundance, her every up and down
Festival. Funny how that works.
Now, Jasper’s original script can easily be anticipated straight
may well have been lousy, but through to the send-you-out-on-aone suspects it was considerably high-note finale.

Sensibly, the hype around the
movie has mostly attended to its
star, Australian up-and-comer
Danielle Macdonald, who had to
learn from scratch how to rap, and
in a Jersey accent, no less. Macdonald’s performance confidently
anchors the film, and her equally
unknown supporting players provide colorful backup.
At its best, “Patti Cake$” suggests a watered-down version of
a John Waters comedy in its cast
of misfits and proximity to cliché. But Jasper’s tongue isn’t in
his cheek. As Patti’s pharmacist
friend Jheri, real-life weekend
rapper Siddarth Dhananjay has to
be cheeky enough, comic-relief-y
enough, for the whole movie (and
he’s nearly up to the task). But
there’s something queasy about
the racial politics by which Patti’s
charismatic South Asian buddy —
and the talented black artist (Mamoudou Athie as Basterd) they coopt to complete an EP and fill out
their crew — devote themselves to
helping Patti achieve her dreams
when they could just as easily be
working to achieve their own.
The actors keep brushing up
against something authentic
through the sheer will of their
performances, but the screenplay
keeps sweeping them away toward
formulaic situation drama and easily anticipated late-breaking obstacles and third-act payoffs. In the
end, “Patti Cake$” rises or falls on
the skill of its audience manipulation; that’s its thoughtless, mercenary art. If you’re an easy touch
for big-dreamer stories, enjoy, but
if you’re looking for something
fresh, you won’t find it here.
Rated R for language throughout, crude sexual references,
some drug use and a brief nude
image. One hour, 48 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
All Saints (PG) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Annabelle: Creation (R) ++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Arjun Reddy (Not Rated) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Atomic Blonde (R) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Baby Driver (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Big Sick (R) +++
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
Birth of the Dragon (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Cars 3 (G) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Casablanca (1942) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Sat. & Sun.
Close Encounters of the Third Kind (40th anniversary)
(PG) Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Dark Tower (PG-13) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Dark Victory (1939) (Not Rated) Stanford Theatre: Friday
Despicable Me 3 (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Dunkirk (PG-13) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Emojie Movie (PG) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Girls Trip (R) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Glass Castle (PG-13) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Good Time (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Hazlo Como Hombre (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Hitman’s Bodyguard (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Humoresque (1946) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Friday
Ingrid Goes West (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Leap (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Logan Lucky (PG-13) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Maltese Falcon (1941) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Sat. & Sun.
Menashe (PG) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
The Nut Job 2: Nutty by Nature (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Office Space (R) Century 20: Sunday
Patti Cake$ (R) ++ Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Spider-Man: Homecoming (PG-13) +++
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Trip to Spain (Not Rated) ++1/2
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Tulip Fever (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Wind River (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Wonder Woman (PG-13) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241)
tinyurl.com Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City tinyurl.com/Century20

CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto (For information: 493-0128)
tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (For recorded
listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org

Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
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A monthly special section of news

“The quality
of your life is
our focus”

& information for seniors

Amenities include:
• 3 restaurant-style meals by our chefs. Dinner
served with wine.
• 7 day concierge service, 24 hours staff
• Emergency call system in bedroom and
bathroom. 24/7 monitor.
• Weekly housekeeping with laundry service
Sandra Johansen, a volunteer coach at the Rock Steady Boxing Silicon Valley gym in Mountain
View, trains Clarence Kellogg on his form and how to land jabs, hooks and uppercuts during a
special boxing and cardio class tailored for individuals with Parkinson’s disease.

Fighting for quality of life
Local Parkinson’s patients throw punches to combat symptoms
by Chris Kenrick | Photos by Veronica Weber

A

bout 25 local residents
with Parkinson’s disease
gather in a Mountain View
gym three mornings a week donning boxing gloves for a workout
with a professional boxing coach.
Ranging in age from 40 through
80 — and with widely varying
symptoms of the neurodegenerative disease — participants
stretch, jog, jump, kick, jab, punch
and shout their way through a
rigorous 90-minute workout under the upbeat tutelage of coach
Freddy Silva.
This local “Rock Steady Boxing” group is part of a fast-growing movement across the country
to adapt boxing and other challenging exercise regimens to fight
the tremors, unsteady gait, speech
issues and other symptoms that
often accompany Parkinson’s.
Nearly as important as the
workout, say participants, is the
camaraderie and fellowship that
develop among them as they
sweat together while fighting a
common enemy.
“For me, this has been my happy place,” said Chrystal Kafka
of Palo Alto, a former Pilates
instructor who began experiencing Parkinson’s symptoms in her
early 40s more than a decade ago.
“We don’t feel like Parkinson’s patients going into physical
therapy to deal with our disease,”
she said. “We’re just going in to

do our training — and by lucky
happenstance, we feel a whole lot
better.”
Silva, a San Mateo-based personal trainer and boxing coach,
first heard about non-contact boxing as a therapy for Parkinson’s in
2014 and soon began volunteering in a Parkinson’s boxing gym
in San Francisco. Within months
he traveled to Indianapolis to become certified in the Rock Steady
Boxing program.
Founded by a former Indiana
county prosecutor with Parkinson’s who noticed his health

significantly improved after boxing workouts, the nonprofit Rock
Steady Boxing has grown to more
than 300 affiliates in the U.S.
and abroad since 2006. Growth
boomed after a 2015 CBS Sunday Morning report by journalist
Lesley Stahl on how boxing had
reduced the Parkinson’s symptoms in her husband, writer Aaron
Latham.
While there’s no cure for Parkinson’s, research has shown regular exercise can reduce stiffness
(continued on next page)

• All utilities except phone and cable
• Chauffeured van and bus to all medical needs,
personal errands, shopping, outings and
excursions to San Francisco, Monterey, Santa
Cruz, Sausalito etc.
• Kitchenette with full size refrigerator and
2 cook tops
• Full monthly calendar with activities, wellness
program and daily exercise with instructor

Contact Marie Louise Cates
Sales Manager
408-446-4300 Ofﬁce
408-210-7425 Cell
Email: MarieLouise@chateau-cupertino.com

10150 Torre Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
Cross street: Stevens Creek Boulevard

Trainer Freddy Silva teaches boxing drills to individuals who have
Parkinson’s disease to help them develop better core strength,
stability and mental agility.

Give blood for life!
b l o o d c e n t e r. s t a n f o r d . e d u
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Living Well

The Right Care at
The Right Time

Boxing
(continued from previous page)

NurseRegistry matches you with a skilled nurse for one-on-one care
WKDWȴWV\RXUQHHGV2XUQXUVHVDUHDYDLODEOHIRUVKRUWYLVLWVRU
VXSSRUW

Services include:
ȳ
ȳ
ȳ
ȳ
ȳ

Post-Hospital Care
Wound Care
IV Therapies
Palliative Care
Hospice Care

ȳ
ȳ
ȳ
ȳ
ȳ

Wellness Checks
Medication Management
Airway/Ventilation Care
Patient Education
Respite Care

Call 650-462-1001 to speak
with a Care Coordinator.

_NurseRegistry.com
8QLYHUVLW\$YHQXH3DOR$OWR&$

and improve mobility, posture, balance and
gait in patients, according to the Parkinson’s Disease Clinic and Research Center
at UCSF. Silva said many participants in his
Rock Steady Boxing programs — dubbed
“fighters” — come to him on the advice of
their physicians.
Adapting traditional boxing training to
Parkinson’s patients was not difficult, said
Silva, who also trains professional boxers.
“I really haven’t had to change that much,”
he said.
“A lot of the things we learn in boxing —
agility, footwork, balance, flexibility and
rhythm — happen to be really helpful to
people with Parkinson’s. Boxing requires a
lot of cognitive skill — it’s not just punching, not just trying to hurt somebody. It requires a lot of coordination, knowing where
your center is. Your neurotransmitters are
making connections — it’s almost like a
dance,” he added.
Indeed, Silva plays music throughout the
workout, starting with golden oldies and
working up to fast-paced Latin salsa.
Many of the Parkinson’s “fighters” are
able to complete Silva’s workout on their
own. Others do the drills with support from
a spouse or caregiver.
“Some might be in a wheelchair or need
to be seated part of the time,” Silva said.
“These fighters have really taught me that
you’re going to face some adversity in your
life, but keep your mind open to the options.
“It takes a lot of guts for people 60-plus
to come in and learn to throw punches.
These boxers are fighting for quality of life,
for their dignity.”

Ray Ostby, a Saratoga resident who attends Rock Steady three times a week, said
he’s noticed significant improvement in
his strength, stamina, balance, agility and
overall health.
“There are several exercises that I
couldn’t do at first that are now relatively
easy,” said the 70-year-old, who was diagnosed with Parkinson’s at 67 after having
noticed symptoms for at least four years.
“For example, I could not jump rope at all
and now I can do eight to 10 turns at a time.
I couldn’t move laterally, and now I can.”
In addition to boxing workouts, Ostby regularly attends a Mountain View
YMCA Parkinson’s program, walks on
the treadmill and to the post office and
also walks the dog each evening, but
called Rock Steady the core of his Parkinson’s therapy.
“I enjoy the sessions, the coaches, the
other participants and even the exercises,”
he said.
Los Alto resident Clarence Kellogg, 71,
said he’d never exercised before his Parkinson’s diagnosis several years ago. “I
never wanted to — it wasn’t my thing,” he
said. “But they convinced me it better be
my thing if I want to have the maximum
chance of living a comfortable life. The
medical profession has identified (exercise)
as something that can do some good if you
do it seriously, and I have to think that is
correct.”
Kellogg also has taken “less intense”
classes elsewhere to help Parkinson’s patients deal with daily tasks such as getting
in and out of a car or up and down from
furniture.
Though it’s “a lot of work,” the threetimes-a-week boxing workout is “valuable and I don’t dislike it,” Kellogg said.

Offering Affordable On-Call
and 24/7 Live-In Caregiving Services

Home & Senior Care

“We Care”
Licensed by the State of California Department
of Social Services HCO# 434700077
• For over 12 years, NexGen has provided
caregiving services to meet the unique needs
of seniors living in private homes
and residential care facilities
• We specialize in caring for seniors
with Alzheimer’s and Dementia
• Our caregivers are thoroughly screened,
bonded and insured

The recipe for a very good day!

WE JUST MOVED
Our New Address is
Stevenson House
455 East Charleston Road, Palo Alto, CA
Lunch hours: Mon-Fri, 11:15 am – 1:00 pm
Lunch registration ends at 12:15 pm;
no reservations required

Our caregiving services include but are not limited to:
• Assist with walking and exercise
• Assist with grooming, bathing
and dressing
• Assist with laundry and linen
• Provide meal preparation and help
monitor diets

• Provide light house keeping
• Escort to appointments, shopping
and other activities
• Provide medication reminders
• Help stimulate mental awareness
• Provide companionship and more

1-408-988-7093
2118 Walsh Avenue Suite #135, Santa Clara, CA 95050
WWW.NEXGENHOMEANDSENIORCARE.COM
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Seniors 60 and over -Join us to enjoy a hot and nutritious lunch.
Hope to see you soon!

Inquiries: (650) 322-3742
www.lacomida.org • manager@lacomida.org
Parking is limited. Please use public transportation.
Cross-town shuttle stops right in front of Stevenson House.

Living Well

Retinal Diagnostic Center
is pleased to announce the opening of a new office in
Atherton, CA to better serve patients in the bay area

Diagnostics and Therapeutics available include:
• Optical coherence
tomography
• Fluorescein angiography

• A & B scan ultrasound
• Intravitreal injection
• Retinal laser

Conditions treated include:
• Macular holes
• Flashes and floaters
• Age related macular
degeneration

• Diabetic retinopathy
• Retinal vein occlusion
• Epiretinal membranes
• Retinal detachment

Clarence Kellogg, left, and fellow boxers warm up with bicycle kicks and other
ab-focused moves at the start of their workout.
“In fact, I kind of enjoy the boxing more
so than the mechanical exercises. There’s a
certain niceness about having the 20 or 30
other people in the room validating what
I’m trying to do, and I’m validating for
them what they’re trying to do.”
After the workouts, he said, “I feel exhausted, and I can get to sleep (for a nap)
real quick.”
Silva said he’s gratified by “all this love”
he gets from Parkinson’s boxers, particularly when they begin noticing improvements
in their daily lives.
“One of the symptoms (of Parkinson’s) is
feeling apathetic,” he said. “To hear people
say, ‘That’s changed, I get up off the couch

because I know I’m going to do boxing.’
Or ‘Hey Freddy, I’m not just doing boxing
any more — I went over to the Parkinson’s
Institute, and now I’m taking this class.’ Or
‘I took my dog for a walk with my wife and
we walked a mile and a half.’ Or ‘I played
with my grandchildren for a half an hour.’
“Besides getting married three years
ago,” said Silva, “this is the greatest thing
that’s ever happened to me.”
To learn more about Rock Steady Boxing
in Mountain View, go to siliconvalley.rsbaffiliate.com, call 415-385-5668 or
email siliconvalley@rsbaffiliate.com.
Contributing writer Chris Kenrick can
be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.com.

3301 El Camino Real, Suite 101, Atherton, CA

www.retinaldiagnostic.com

650-257-3861
All Major Insurances accepted

Let’s Talk About Home Care.
Let’s talk about how high quality, personalized
in-home care can help you or a loved one.
Home care can keep older adults in their homes. 9 out of 10 of seniors prefer
to age in their own homes. Hiring a caregiver provides the extra support an older adult
may need to stay where they most prefer: at home.
Home care helps seniors stay independent longer. A caregiver provides support
with activities of daily living, while encouraging mental and physical stimulation and overall
wellness. They also promote safety in the home by preventing falls or other accidents.
Home care is personalized to each family. Our care plans at Home Care Assistance
are tailored specifically to each client's unique needs and preferences. Caregivers are
expertly matched and managed by our client care team. Caregivers are available for
a few hours every day or around-the-clock.
Home care supports advanced care needs. Our caregivers are experienced and
trained to support older adults who are transitioning home from the hospital, recovering
from a stroke or a major medical procedure, or managing chronic conditions such as
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s or diabetes.

Contact a Client Care Manager today to schedule your free
in-home consultation!

650-263-4807

HomeCareAssistance.com/Palo-Alto
148 Hawthorne Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301
Come visit us! We’re located in downtown Palo Alto off Alma.

Providing award-winning care to clients in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Portola Valley, Woodside and Atherton!
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Living Well

Now at Cubberley!
4000 Middlefield Road
Suite #I-2
Palo Alto, CA 94303

SEPTEMBER

Please note: @ Avenidas is now “Avenidas @ CCC” –
Cubberley Community Center, Building I-2, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road, Palo Alto.
Sept 4
Labor Day – Avenidas Closed
Sept 5
Try it Free! Total Body
Conditioning
10:15-11:15am, Avenidas @ CCC.
Sept 6
Harmonica class begins
11am-12pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call
650-289-5400 to register. 4-week class,
$35/$45

Avenidas offers so many fun ways
to stay mentally & physically active:
• Wine Tastings & Discussion Groups
• Fitness & Dance Classes
• Music & Art Workshops
• Tech Talks & Tutoring
• Health & Wellness Seminars
• Chess, Mahjong & More!

Register for your new class
at www.avenidas.org or
call (650) 298-5400 today!
Complete schedule or info about Avenidas events, call 650-289-5400

Calendar of Events

Sept 7
HICAP appts available for Santa
Clara County residents
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5400 to
scheduled. Additional appts on Sept 14.
Free
Sept 8
AARP Driver Safety – Full Course,
Part 1
9am-1:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Preregister in person. $15 AARP members/$20
non-members. Part 2 on Sept 15.
Sept 11
Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Monday. New
location: Sunrise Palo Alto, 2701 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto. Call Paula 650-289-5438
for more info. Drop-in, free.
Sept 12
Advanced Health Care Directive
appts available
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5400 to
schedule. $5.

Sept 13
Mindfulness Meditation
2-3pm, Avenidas @ CCC – every
Wednesday. Drop-in, free.
Sept 14
Avenidas Hikers
10am – every Thursday. Call 650-5756291 for trailhead info or to schedule. Free
Sept 15
Presentation: “The Role of Older
Adults in the Design Process for
Stanford’s Assistive Technology
Course”
11am-12:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call
650-289-5400 to pre-register. Free.
Sept 18
UNA Film Festival “My Daughter
the Terrorist”
2-3:30pm @ Channing House. Free.
Sept 19
Lotus Dance Fitness
3:30-4:30pm – every Tuesday, Avenidas @
CCC. Drop-in, free.
Sept 20
Reiki appts available
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5400 to
schedule. $30/$35
Sept 21
Movie: “I’ll See You in My
Dreams”
1:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call for ticket
650-289-5400. 0/$2

Sept 22
Pole-Walking Workshop
9-11:30am, Avenidas @ CCC. Space is
limited. Pre-registration required. Call
650-289-5400. $28.
Presentation: “Don’t Be a Victim
of Medicare Fraud”
11am-12pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650289-5400 to pre-register. Free.
Sept 23
Stepping Out Strong with
American Bone Health
9-11am, Avenidas @ CCC. Free strength
& balance screenings, presentation and
exercise demo. Pre-registration required.
Call 650-289-5400. Free
Sept 25
Lip-reading classes begin
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5400 for
info and class times. Free.
Sept 26
Avenidas Walkers
10am – every Tuesday. Call 650-387-5256
for trailhead info or to schedule. Free.
Sept 27
Try it Free! Zumba Gold
3:30-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Sept 28
Book Club: A Strangeness in My
Mind, by Orhan Pamuk
3-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Drop-in, free.

Selling Your Home is Easy.
Let Brian show you how.

Brian and his team will help you every
step of the way.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pricing, staging, presentation
Packing and moving
Protecting your assets and estate planning
Upcycle and recycle
Escrow process
Tax strategies to maximize your return on investment (ROI)

Before

$102,000
over asking
in 9 days.

Call Brian today for a stress-free sale from start to ﬁnish.

brian cairney
BRE 01374382

Your Seniors Specialist

650 867 5895
brian@kerwinassociates.com
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After

If you currently have your home listed with a real estate broker,
this is not a solicitation of a listing.

Apartments
Available!

Our life here

Chris Gandel and Misty, joined in 2014

Amazing

SMILES
Frequent Wags.

Chris and Misty have found their place at Webster House, Palo Alto’s most appealing Life Plan
Community where everything is taken care of. Chris has real peace of mind knowing that if she
ever needs assistance with her daily activities, she can continue to live in her beautiful, independent
living apartment. To learn more or for your personal visit, please call 650.838.4004.

Your style, your neighborhood.
401 Webster Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301

websterhousepaloalto.org

A not-for-proﬁt community operated by Episcopal Senior Communities. License No. 435294364 COA #246. EPWH755-01KB 090117
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Living Well

Senior
Focus

Stevenson House residents as
well as other Palo Alto seniors a
sit-down midday meal. Supported
by the Senior Nutrition Program of
Santa Clara County and the City
of Palo Alto, La Comida asks for a
“suggested $3 lunch donation.”

NEW VENUES ... Tuesday, Sept.
5 marks the first day of service of
the La Comida hot lunch program
in its temporary new location.
For the next year, while seeking a
permanent home, La Comida will
operate Mondays through Fridays
at Stevenson House, a senior
residence at 455 E. Charleston
Road. The program offers interested

FREE KICKOFF CLASS ... Tuesday,
Sept. 5 also kicks off the fall session
of Avenidas in its temporary new
home at Cubberley Community
Center, 4000 Middlefield Road. That
day, Avenidas will offer a free “Total
Body Conditioning” session from
10:15-11:15 a.m. The agency says it
expects to be at Cubberley for about
18 months pending the completion

of a remodel and expansion of its
downtown building at 450 Bryant St.
BAROQUE MUSIC AND DANCE ...
Musicians from the Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra and San
Francisco Renaissance Dancers
will perform at the Oshman Family
Jewish Community Center’s
Community Tuesdays program on
Sept. 5. The program, which takes
place 1-2:30 p.m. in the Schultz
Cultural Arts Hall, explores historic
music and dance along with the
political intrigue of the Baroque
era. $15. Open to all, including
nonmembers of the JCC. For
more information and to RSVP,

contact Michelle Rosengaus at
mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org or
650-223-8616.
DRIVER SAFETY ... The AARP
Smart Driver Course has helped
millions of older drivers sharpen their
skills and drive safely on today’s
road. Part I of the course will be
offered Friday, Sept. 8 and Part II
on Friday, Sept. 15, at Avenidas,
Cubberley Community Center,
from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Enrollment
limited to 30. Preregister in person.
$15 for AARP members; $20 for
nonmembers. For more information,
call 650-289-5400.

It doesn’t have to be overwhelming.
You don’t have to do it all alone.

Planning
Prioritizing
Pricing and marketing your home
Completing the myriad of forms
Negotiating offers
Managing the escrow process
Packing
Cleaning
Estate Sales
Donations
Finalizing your sale while coordinating with you and your family
or advisors to assure a successful outcome

850 Webster Street
STAY CONNECTED,
Pa
a Alto, CA 94301
Palo
RETIRE IN
650.327.0950
iinquiry@channinghouse.org
nquiry@
@c
DOWNTOWN
www.channinghouse.org
www.ch
Lic #430700136
PALO ALTO
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MINDFULNESS MEDITATION ...
Instructor Julie Forbes will discuss
how to live fully in the moment with
simple awareness practices for
stress management, wellness and
insight Wednesdays from Sept. 6
to Dec. 27, 2-3 p.m. at Avenidas,
Cubberley Community Center, 4000
Middlefield Road. Free. Register at
the front desk before first class.
FILM FESTIVAL FOR SENIORS ...
The United Nations Association Film
Festival for Seniors is showing “My
Daughter the Terrorist,” a 2007
documentary about two 24-year-old
women who fought with the Tamil
Tigers militant organization in Sri
Lanka. Monday, Sept. 18, 2-4 p.m., in
the first-floor auditorium of Channing
House, 850 Webster St. For more
information, contact Jasmina Bojic at
jasmina1@stanford.edu.

Making the decision to move, selling
your home, and moving is a big job.

Nancy and her experienced team
will assist you from start to ﬁnish.

CAREGIVER SUPPORT ... The free,
drop-in caregiver support group run
by Avenidas social work manager
Paula Wolfson will convene Monday,
Sept. 11, in a new location: Sunrise
Palo Alto, 2701 El Camino Real. For
more information, call Wolfson at
650-289-5438.

NANCY GOLDCAMP
Seniors Real Estate Specialist
Certiﬁed Residential Specialist

(650) 752-0720

HOW TO AVOID MEDICARE
FRAUD ... Volunteer Abe Wischnia
of Sourcewise, a senior services
organization affiliated with Santa
Clara County, will discuss the
latest Medicare-related scams
targeting seniors, especially those
tied to the upcoming Medicare
Annual Enrollment Period and the
government’s plan to issue new
Medicare cards. Friday, Sept. 22
from 11 a.m. to noon at Avenidas,
Cubberley Community Center, 4000
Middlefield Road. Free.

www.nancygoldcamp.com
DRE # 00787851

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

Items for Senior Focus may
be emailed to Palo Alto Weekly
Contributing Writer Chris
Kenrick at ckenrick@paweekly.
com.

A BENEFIT EVENT FOR LOCAL NON-PROFITS SUPPORTING KIDS & FAMILIES

FRIDAY, Oct. 6, 2017
3 3 R D

A N N U A L

WALK
STARTS
AT 7PM

Presented by City of Palo Alto

10K Run

5K Run & Walk
GREAT EVENT
FOR KIDS
AND FAMILIES

For more information and to register:

PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
CORPORATE SPONSORS:
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 38
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front it has a

LEARN TO MANAGE YOUR
REMODEL ... The Palo Alto Adult
School is offering “Managing your
Remodel,” a fall class taught by
Mollyanne Sherman of MAC Design
Studio in Palo Alto. The class
will be held on Tuesdays, 6:30-9
p.m. from Sept. 26 to Oct. 24. To
register, go to paadultschool.org.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Buyers of historic homes need to be
aware of what they’re getting

F

alling in love with a historic house is a
bit like falling in love with a woman.
You may notice some faults, but once
you’re smitten, you quickly overlook them.
So says Sam Benzacar, president of Creative
Habitat Inc., a design/build company with offices in Menlo Park and Los Angeles.
But to make sure those home quirks don’t
come back to haunt you, it’s best to go into the
restoration/renovation process with a detective’s
eye, he said. That’s how he approached a recent
project — a 1903 Colonial Revival/Shingle Style
home in Professorville — which garnered a Palo
Alto Stanford Heritage (PAST) award for design
and implementation.
A deeper look at the smoky residue on the gutters revealed a long-ago fire that left the framing
boards charred. Earlier homeowners had simply
ignored the damage.
Under the three layers of exterior siding was
rotten wood. The siding had been applied without the plywood sheeting and waterproofing
required in today’s building code.
“It harbored humidity and rot that was there
and gave it more. (It had) little oxygen to ventilate, so it kept rotting away,” Benzacar said.
Termites were evident near the foundation,
where wood touched dirt directly. “Because it’s
a historical home, it’s not the usual termite damage you’d expect ... The termite has (had) much
more opportunity to do substantial damage,”
Benzacar said.
Nothing in the termite report gave a heads up
to such extensive damage, he said, but that’s not
surprising given the report’s disclaimers that
inspectors were not able to access every nook
and cranny.
“Those disclaimers are the Achilles’ heel. It
wouldn’t be a big deal in a current home, but in
a historical home they could be a huge difference,” he said. “The bottom line is inspections
are there to monitor everything in the realm of
normal, not historical.”
But worse than the termite damage was the effect of water and mud touching the wood framing, creating rot.
“The criteria of construction at the time was
different, codes were different. In many ways it
was built better, like framing and materials used
were great. However, even if you put the best
of materials and you lay them directly on dirt,
exposure to termite and wet rot are tremendous,
obviously. That’s where major damage to framing members were,” he said.
The lesson learned here is “with any remodel,
expect the unexpected, but in a historical home,
take it to the nth degree and also be much more
investigative, proactive and go beyond standard
inspection. Be a detective,” Benzacar said, advising potential renovators to hire experts to
probe deeper. “People who move the house go
under the foundation in order to raise it. They
know what to expect.”
Bencazar has been designing and building
homes since the 1980s, but this is his first historical renovation. Born in Israel, he came to
the U.S. to study. Bencazar eventually finished
medical school and began a general surgery
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Courtesy of Sam Benzacar

by Carol Blitzer

Previous fire damage was evident on the gutters of this historic Professorville home. Once
the framing was exposed, it was clear that there had been significant burning to the second
story. Even the studs were charred.

Courtesy of Sam Benzacar

CROP ROTATION ... Die-hard
farmers know that to keep soil
fertile you need to rotate crops.
Lyngso Garden Materials will offer
a workshop for those who want
to plant fruits and vegetables
and maximize their gardens.
“Crop Rotation, Cover Crops and
Plant Selection” will be offered
on Saturday, Sept. 16, 1-3 p.m.
Participants will learn why crop
rotation is important and options
for limited garden spaces. The
instructor also will explain the
importance of cover crops, heat/
shade gardening, and how to
choose the right plant for your
garden. Master Gardener Jonathan
Propp, who lives in Menlo Park,
specializes in organic gardening of
fruits and vegetables. To register,
go to lyngsogarden.com. Lyngso
Garden Materials, Inc. is located at
345 Shoreway Road, San Carlos.

history ...

Courtesy of Sam Benzacar

LEARN WOODWORKING AND
BUILD A TABLE ... The Palo Alto
Adult School will offer two sections
of Woodworking 1, a prerequisite
for all other adult school woodshop classes. The limitedenrollment class will be held in
two sections on Wednesdays,
2-5 p.m., or Thursdays
6:30-9:30 p.m. Instructors Derek
Witte and Rayan Ghazal will
teach students how to develop
woodworking skills while building
a table from rough wood using
power tools. The class will focus
on safety, project planning and
understanding the medium of
wood. There is a $60 materials
fee (payable to the instructor) to
cover the cost of wood, plus an
enrollment fee. Section A, limited
to 15 students, will be taught by
Witte from Sept. 13 through Nov.
15. The enrollment fee is $240.
Section B, limited to 18 students,
will be taught by Ghazal from Sept.
14 through Nov. 16. The enrollment
fee is $230. To register, go to
paadultschool.org.

Left: No changes to windows or doors are allowed on the exterior of a historic house, except
for repair work. Right: With the house resting directly on soil, it shouldn’t have come as a
big surprise to find wet rot and termite damage.
residency at Massachusetts General Hospital
in Boston, but he was perpetually seeking new
challenges and thought he’d like to try neurosurgery, he said.
“Medicine was the ultimate. It was a lifetime
project,” he said of his feelings at the time.
A trip to the West Coast in pursuit of that residency instead netted him a wife and a year off to
try something new. He started by designing and
building small homes in Palo Alto in the 1980s
with another builder.
“I did a small home and it was a great success,
then another, then expanded into bigger projects in Atherton. I became addicted to it. It was
the peak of creativity for me,” he said. Along
the way he self-studied architecture and design.
Today he does much of the design for Creative
Habitat, but is aided by licensed architects and
interior designers.
He has found the same satisfaction in building as he derived from helping people through
medicine.
He found the Professorville home a challenge.
“Not only did we have to update the house, but
we increased the size of it, added a basement,
but still kept its true style to the point that no one
would ever know the extent,” he said.
Benzacar began the work knowing that the
new owners loved the home the way it is and
loved its character. “We wanted to update it,
tweak it, make it suitable to the family,” he said,
while following the City of Palo Alto’s rules for
working on older homes.
“Changing anything in windows and doors
was out of the question. The facade was a given,
but that doesn’t affect the floor plan. Then we
worked backwards. The biggest question was
whether to include a basement under the existing
structure,” he said.
“It opens the renovation, expansion into a new

realm. In order to move it, we had to make sure
it’s secure, that the structure is not going to collapse on you while you’re moving it, raising it,
etc. That psychologically prepared all of us that
it would not be a minor project,” he said.
As for the additional cost, Benzacar noted
that “expense is relative to return. If you look at
square footage that you added — in Palo Alto
— and what they got in return, there was zero investment in land. You’ve got pure gain of square
footage, without affecting the exterior mass of
the house.”
The renovation did allow the owners to fix
an earlier slap-dash addition of a sun room and
replacement of four or five kinds of windows.
“Now the windows are uniform, coherent. We
gave the structure a much longer life,” he said.
“What we did was took the addition, integrated it into a historical, more conservative look.
We took it to a better place, not only structurally but aesthetically — (which is) why we got
the PAST award. We remained true to the original, but not true to the slopped-on addition that
looked horrible,” he said.
Benzacar’s advice for those thinking of buying and renovating a historic house:
“They need a true reality check — and not
what they would like to hear.”
Benzacar said many buyers see a historical home and fall in love with it. Then they go
through the motions of inspecting it and really
don’t want to see more.
“If you want to see more, you’ll invest more ...
If you dig deep enough, there will be minimal
surprises. That’s the key,” he said. “Be aware of
what you’re buying into.
“You’re not only getting potential problems,
but you’re getting a potential great prospect.” Q
Freelance writer Carol Blitzer can be
emailed at carolgblitzer@gmail.com.

OPEN SATURDAY & SUNDAY
September 2 & 3, 1:30 – 4:30pm

SPECTACULAR BAY AND VALLEY VIEWS IN PORTOLA VALLEY
990 La Mesa Drive, Portola Valley
• Main house features 4 bedrooms
and 3.5 baths
• 1-bedroom, 1-bath guest house
• Approx. 5,240 total square feet
• Main house: 3,985 square feet
• Guest house: 460 square feet
• Garage: 745 square feet
• Storage/mechanical: 50 square feet
• Living room with ﬁreplace, formal
dining room, updated kitchen, and
separate family room with ﬁreplace
and wet bar
• Master suite with walk-through closet
to en suite bath
• Motor court with attached 3-car
garage

• Private grounds feature landscaped
courtyard entrance with pool and
koi pond, aggregate patio, and
wraparound deck
• Lot size of approx. .75 acres
(33,541 square feet)
• Top-rated Las Lomitas schools:
Las Lomitas Elementary, La Entrada
Middle, Menlo-Atherton High
(buyer to conﬁrm enrollment)

Offered at $3,995,000
For ﬂoor plans,
additional photos and information,
visit www.990LaMesa.com

Ranked Top 1% Internationally – Coldwell Banker
Ranked #125 Nationally by The Wall Street Journal, 2017
17
Over $2 Billion in Sales

www.HughCornish.com

Providing A
Network of
Reputable
Home-Improvement
Professionals

650.619.6461
hcornish@cbnorcal.com
CalBRE# 00912143
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A Luxury Collection By Intero Real Estate Services
2088 Green Oaks, Pescadero

5 Betty Lane, Atherton

730-760 Adobe Canyon Rd. Sonoma Valley

$26,800,000

$22,000,000

Listing By: Dana Cappiello & Derek Cappiello, Lic.# 01343305 & 01983178

Listing Provided by: Greg Goumas Lic.#01878208

Listing Provided By: Tim Murray, Lic. #00630078

10440 Albertsworth Lane, Los Altos Hills

396 Raymundo Drive, Woodside

0 Spanish Ranch Road, Los Gatos

$27,500,000

$11,488,000
Provided by: Greg Goumas & John Reece, Lic.#01878208 & 00838479

27466 Sunrise Farm Rd, Los Altos Hills

Price Upon Request

$9,187,000

Listing Provided by: Greg Goumas, Lic.#01878208

Provided by: Matthew Pakel & Craig Gorman, Lic.#01957213 & Lic.#01080717

2008 Vallejo Street, San Francisco

14938 Larga Vista Drive, Los Gatos

$8,750,000

$5,750,000

Price Upon Request

Listing Provided by: Greg Goumas, Lic.#01878208

Listing Provided by: Charlene Attard, Lic.#01045729

Provided By: Gail Thomson & Stephen Slater Lic.# 01444563 & 01886128

75 Madrona Avenue, Belvedere

19 Grove Street, Los Gatos

2215 Liberata Drive, Morgan Hill

$4,158,888

$3,198,000

Listing Provided by: Prashant Vanka Lic.#01898362

Provided By: Kristine Meyer & Jess Wible Lic.#i1443520 & #01077539

Price Upon Request
Listing Provided by: Joe Velasco Lic. #01309200

©2017 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved.
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75 Madrona Avenue, Belvedere, CA
$4,158,888 | Listing Provided By: Prashant Vanka Lic.#01898362

www.75MadronaAve.com
Customized to the unique style of each luxury property, Prestigio will expose your home
through the most influential mediums reaching the greatest number of qualified buyers
wherever they may be in the world.
For more information about listing your home with the Intero Prestigio International program,
call your local Intero Real Estate Services office.

www.InteroRealEstate.com
©2017 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved.
• Palo Alto
All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if youwww.PaloAltoOnline.com
are listed with another broker.
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OPEN HOUSE 9/16 & 9/17 12:00PM - 4:00PM
TWILIGHT TOUR 9/18 4:30PM - 7:00PM

2215 Liberata Drive
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
•
•
•
•

Main House - 5 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 7,490 SF, 11.05 AC Lot
Guest House 1- English Cottage/Wine Cellar or Guest House 998 SF
Guest House 2 - Separate Detached 2 bedroom Guest House 780 SF
Temperature Controlled 10 car garage for winery 2,200 SF

The elegance and stature of this 7,490 sq. ft. mansion is immediately apparent
with its two sweeping front staircases leading up to a dramatic front entrance.
This 5 bedroom 6 bath estate sits on 11+ acres of vineyard conveniently located
minutes from Route 101 in Silicon Valley. Its far-reaching panorama of vineyards
and well-appointed grounds make this palatial home an artful and opulent gem.
The moment you step inside, the breath-taking high ceilings and dark wood trim
give this home unparalleled sophistication.

Please Text us your email for a FAQ doc.

Offered $1,999,000
Joe Velasco, REALTOR®
408.439.3915
Joe@JoeVelasco.com
www.JoeVelasco.com
Lic. #01309200

©2017 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved.
All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if you are listed with another broker.
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www.2215LiberataDr.com

Have a
Restful
Labor Day

Your Realtor & You
Foreign Buyer Real Estate Purchases at All-time High
According to the National Association of
REALTORS® 2017 Profile of International
Activity in U.S. Residential Real Estate,
between April 2016 and March 2017, foreign
buyers and recent immigrants purchased $153
billion of residential property, a 49 percent
increase from $102.6 billion in 2016. A total
of 284,455 U.S. properties were purchased
by foreign buyers, a 32 percent increase from
2016. Foreign buyer sales accounted for 10
percent of the dollar volume of existing-home
sales, compared with 8 percent in 2016.

According to Denise Welsh, president of the
Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®,
Silicon Valley’s housing market has seen
tough competition for homes from Chinese
buyers, many of whom have been cash buyers.
There has also been heightened activity in the
commercial sector from Chinese investors.
Although there may be some pushback
from buyers since the Chinese government
tightened restrictions on the outflow of money,
Welsh does not expect demand from Chinese
buyers and investors to die down completely.

Foreigners appear undaunted by political and
economic uncertainty both here and abroad.
China maintained its top position in sales
dollar volume for the fourth straight year,
exceeding all countries by dollar volume of
sales at $31.7 billion, compared with $27.3
billion in 2016. Chinese buyers purchased the
most housing units for the third consecutive
year, buying 40,572 units.

“The San Francisco Bay Area has always
attracted foreign buyers and investors,
especially those from China, because of its
accessibility to the Chinese mainland, our
excellent weather, education institutions and
economic growth,” said Welsh. “They still
see the U.S. as a safe place to live, work and
invest.”

Sales volume from the other top countries
where buyers of U.S. property originate also
rose from last year’s levels. Transactions from
Canadians this year totaled $19 billion, up
from $8.9 billion in the 2016; United Kingdom,
$9.5 billion; Mexico, $9.3 billion; and India,
$7.8 billion.

2775 Middleﬁeld Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94306
Phone: (650)321-1596 Fax: (650)328-1809
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Florida (22 percent), California (12 percent)
and Texas (12 percent) remain the top
destinations for foreigners. Florida was the
most popular state for Canadian buyers.
Chinese buyers mostly chose California. Texas
was the preferred state for Mexican buyers.

SILVAR is offering designation and
certification courses for REALTORS®
interested in working effectively with Silicon
Valley’s diverse pool of homebuyers and gain a
competitive edge. The Certified International
Property Specialist (CIPS) Institute is on Sept.
11-15 and At Home with Diversity on Sept. 18.
For more information, please call (408) 2000100, or email rmeily@silvar.org.
***
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose Meily at
rmeily@silvar.org.

145 Old La Honda Road,
Woodside

Secluded yet close in. Tri level 4 bedrooms
3.5 bath on approximately 2 acres with 2 legal
lots. Expansive views. Formal Living Dining
rooms and multiple family rooms. Master
bedroom on upper level and additional
bedrooms on lower level. Check with the
town of Woodside about the possibility of
building a second unit. Wonderful sunny
location and Award Winning Portola Valley
Schools. Co-listed Kathy Bridgman.
Offered at $4,195,000

w w w. m a r g o t a n d r i c k y. c o m

Margot Lockwood Ricky Flores
650.400.2528 408.565.5626

homes@margotlockwood.com rflores@apr.com
CalBRE #02027985 CalBRE #02027985
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SOLDINYOURNEIGHBORHOOD
SO

LD

LD
SO

1417 Pitman Avenue
$4,600,000
SO

LD

1310 Greenwood Avenue
$4,600,000
D

LD

1437 Dana Avenue
$4,498,000
SO

1833 Edgewood Drive
$2,600,000

850 Sharon Court (rep seller)
$3,600,000
LD
SO

L
SO

32 Yerba Buena Avenue
$3,000,000
SO

LD
SO

LD

846 E Greenwich Place
$5,610,000
LD
SO

855 Bruce Drive (rep seller)
$2,550,000

20 Politzer Drive
$3,800,000

LIST YOUR HOME WITH
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD SPECIALIST
“I strive to provide the highest standard of integrity and diligence”

XINJIANG

650.283.8379
xjiang@apr.com
www.xjiang.apr.com
License #01961451
Serving Palo Alto, Los Altos, Menlo Park
MBA, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania
BA, Waseda University
Speaks Japanese and Mandarin Fluently
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ColdwellBankerHomes.com

WOODSIDE

$11,995,000

PORTOLA VALLEY

$4,800,000

PORTOLA VALLEY

$4,599,000

PORTOLA VALLEY
$3,995,000
SAT/SUN 1:30 - 4:30

SUN 1:30 - 4:30
307 Olive Hill Ln Exceptional Woodside Prop on
over 3 sun-swept acres. Vinyard,garden, pool &
More 6 BR/5 BA
Erika Demma
CalBRE #01230766
650.851.2666

7 Coalmine Vw Exquisitely remodeled Portola
Valley Ranch home with spectacular views 7Coalmine.com 4 BR/3 BA
Ginny Kavanaugh
CalBRE #00884747
650.851.1961

1077 Portola Rd Beautifully remodeled 5
bedrooms/3.5 full baths, 4000 SF. Surrounded
by trees on 1.3 acres 5 BR/3 BA + 1 half BA
Lyn Jason Cobb
CalBRE #01332535
650.324.4456

990 La Mesa Dr Spectacular Panoramic views!
Custom 4 bed, 3.5 bath home in Ladera w/ Las
Lomitas Schools. 4 BR/3 BA + 1 half BA
Hugh Cornish
CalBRE #00912143
650.324.4456

WOODSIDE

WOODSIDE

$3,495,000
SUN 1:30 - 4:30

PORTOLA VALLEY
$3,495,000
SUN 1:30 - 4:30

PORTOLA VALLEY

SUN 1:30 - 4:30

$3,595,000

155 Bardet Rd Wonderfully remodeled home,
tucked away at the end of a quiet lane on more
than 1.5 acres. 3 BR/3 BA
Erika Demma
CalBRE #01230766
650.851.2666

65 Roan Pl Gorgeous views & modern flair on a
quiet cul-de-sac. Woodside schools. 65roan.com
4BR/3BA 4 BR/3 BA
Erika Demma
CalBRE #01230766
650.851.2666

900 Wayside Stunning views across SF Bay from
Mt. Diablo to Black Mountain!www.900wayside.
com 5 BR/3 BA + 1 half BA
Jean & Chris Isaacson
CalBRE #00542342/01754233 650.851.2666

11 Coalmine Vw Contemporary single-level
home with quality amenities and stunning views 11Coalmine.com 4 BR/2 BA + 1 half BA
Ginny Kavanaugh
CalBRE #00884747
650.851.1961

PALO ALTO

WOODSIDE

PORTOLA VALLEY

WOODSIDE

$2,495,000

$2,295,000

$2,270,000

$2,895,000

$1,849,000
SUN 1:30 - 4:30

3842 Magnolia Dr. Country charm in a quiet
Barron Park neighborhood includes detached
400+sf. 3 BR/2 BA
Gwen Luce
CalBRE #00879652
650.324.4456

17507 Skyline Blvd Gorgeous & updated w/
stunning Bay views. Guest cottage. Portola Valley
schools. 5 BR/4 BA
Veronica Kogler
CalBRE #01788047
650.324.4456

119 Brookside Dr Charming 1940’s home on
1/2ac, enjoys a private yet convenient location.
119Brookside.com 2 BR/1 BA
Ginny Kavanaugh
CalBRE #00884747
650.851.1961

885 Espinosa Rd Conveniently situated to town
& freeways, 3.7 acres w/ vus of the bay. 3Bd/3Ba
+ office.
Jean & Chris Isaacson
CalBRE #00542342/01754233 650.851.2666

Coldwell Banker.
Where home begins.
MENLO PARK
$1,350,000
SUN 1:30 - 4:30

WOODSIDE

$998,000

SAN FRANCISCO
$868,000
SAT/SUN 1:30 - 4:30

247 Hedge Rd Great curb appeal. Located in the
highly sought-after neighborhood of Suburban
Park. 3 BR/1 BA
Karen Fryling/Rebecca Johnson
CalBRE #70000667
650.324.4456

112 Comstock Rd Fixer on a beautiful lot. Mature
landscaping & a potential view of gorgeous
sunsets. 3 BR/2 BA
Valerie Trenter
CalBRE #01367578
650.324.4456

4096 17th St 108 A walk score of 97. Minutes to
Market St. restaurants, shops and tech shuttles.
2 BR/1 BA
Teresa Lin
CalBRE #01027411
650.325.6161

californiahome.me |

/cbcalifornia |

/cb_california |

ColdwellBankerHomes.com

/cbcalifornia |

/coldwellbanker

©2017 Coldwell Banker. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker® is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company and Equal Housing Opportunity. Each Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Office is Owned by a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. This information was supplied by Seller and/or other sources.
Broker has not and will not verify this information and assumes no legal responsibility for its accuracy. Buyers should investigate these issues to their own satisfaction. Real Estate Licensees affiliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are Independent Contractor Sales Associates and are not employees of NRT LLC., Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC or
©2013 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker® is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker
Real Estate
An Equal
Opportunity
Company.
Housing Opportunity. Each Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Ofﬁce is Owned by a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. BRE License #01908304.
Coldwell
BankerLLC.
Residential
Brokerage.
CalBRE
LicenseEqual
#01908304.
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COMING SOON
12030 ELSIE WAY, LOS ALTOS HILLS

ELEGANT NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH KNOLL TOP SETTING
•
•
•

Attention to detail with contemporary finishes
Rarely available 1.13 acre knoll top lot located on a private lane
just minutes to downtown Los Altos
Approximately 7,682 s.f. of living space and 681 s.f. of garage,
with 6 bedrooms, 6 baths, and 2 powder baths
WWW.12030ELSIE.COM

BOB KAMANGAR
Broker Associate, Attorney, General Contractor
Cell (650) 245-0245
bob@serenogroup.com
www.BobKamangar.com
CalBRE # 01229105
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•
•
•
•
|

Open floor plan on three levels with a bonus room, theater
room, wine cellar and large bar/enter tainment room
3 car garage and 1,876 s.f. of patio space
50 foot pool with waterfall next to an expansive lawn area
Palo Alto Schools

OFFERED AT $9,495,000

Bob’s personal attention
to every aspect of your
real estate transaction

Open Saturday 1:30-4:30

731 Esther Lane, Redwood City

M

VIEW! VIEW! VIEW!
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Asking Price $2,200,000
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www.731Esther.com

Arti Miglani
(650) 804-6942
amiglani@apr.com
BRE# 01150085
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578 University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301

RECENT LISTINGS AND SALES

215 Josselyn Lane, Woodside
Offered at $11,998,000

17 Mile Drive, Pebble Beach
Offered at $41,888,000

308 Olive Hill Lane, Woodside
Offered at $7,995,000

1250 Cañada Road, Woodside
Offered at $14,995,000

Silicon Valley Estate
Offered at $68,000,000

SOLD

549 Lakeshore Boulevard #22,
Incline Village
Offered at $1,650,000

525 Center Drive, Palo Alto
Offered at $7,498,000

SOLD

653 Wildwood Lane, Palo Alto
Offered at $3,998,000

DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO 728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto · DOWNTOWN MENLO PARK 640 Oak Grove Avenue, Menlo Park · Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30PM · 1101HAMILTON.COM

Stunning Crescent Park Contemporary
1101 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto
3 Beds · 3.5 Baths · Home ±3,147 sf · Lot ±6,300 sf

THE DREYFUS GROUP

Michael
Dreyfus
650.485.3476
m.dreyfus@ggsir.com
CalBRE 01121795

Noelle
Queen
650.427.9211
n.queen@ggsir.com
CalBRE 01917593

Lisa
Keith
650.703.8644
lisa@lisakeith.com
CalBRE 00882247

Dulcy
Freeman
650.804.8884
d.freeman@ggsir.com
CalBRE 01342352
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RAY HOGUE

650.964.3722
rhogue@apr.com
www.rhogue.apr.com
License# 01980343

PALO ALTO WEEKLY
OPEN HOMES
EXPLORE OUR MAPS, HOMES FOR SALE, OPEN HOMES, VIRTUAL
TOURS, PHOTOS, PRIOR SALE INFO, NEIGHBORHOOD GUIDES ON
www.PaloAltoOnline.com/real_estate

Experience, knowledge and integrity at your doorstep.

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

ATHERTON

PORTOLA VALLEY

5 Bedrooms

Buying or selling a home?
Try out Palo Alto Online’s real estate
site, the most comprehensive
place for local real estate listings.

4 Bedrooms

40 Selby Ln
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$5,880,000
324-4456

0U[LYHJ[P]LTHWZ
/VTLZMVYZHSL
6WLUOV\ZLKH[LZHUK[PTLZ
=PY[\HS[V\YZHUKWOV[VZ
7YPVYZHSLZPUMV
5LPNOIVYOVVKN\PKLZ
(YLHYLHSLZ[H[LSPURZ
HUKZVT\JOTVYL

3 Bedrooms
1017 Santa Cruz Ave
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$2,550,000
462-1111

1815 Edgewood Ln
Sat/Sun 2-4 Golden Gate
Sotheby’s International Realty

$3,950,000

1450 Mills Ct
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$2,598,000
462-1111

847-1141

809 Paulson Cir
Sat/Sun 1-4 Alain Pinel Realtors

$2,749,000
462-1111

1342 Cloud Ave
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$4,395,000
462-1111

625 Hobart St
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

3 Bedrooms
2516 Hampton Ave
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
350 Alameda De Las Pulgas
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
731 Esther Ln
Sat
Alain Pinel Realtors

$6,995,000
462-1111

STANFORD

799 Berkeley Ave
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$6,995,000
462-1111

1001 Laurel St #415
Sat/Sun 1-4 Alain Pinel Realtors

226 7th St
Sun 1-4 Golden Gate
Sotheby’s International Realty

813 Allardice Way
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$1,450,000
847-1141

PALO ALTO
3 Bedrooms - Condominium
555 Byron St #410
Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors

$1,995,000
462-1111

4 Bedrooms
$2,498,000
323-1111

5 Bedrooms
621 Georgia Av
$8,500/Month
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456
471 Nevada Av
Sat/Sun
Deleon Realty

$7,298,000
543-8500

885 Espinosa Rd
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$1,895,000
851-2666

155 Bardet Rd
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$3,595,000
851-2666

4 Bedrooms
1430 Bear Gulch Rd
Sun 1-4 Golden Gate
Sotheby’s International Realty

$3,145,000

65 Roan Pl
Sun

Coldwell Banker

$3,495,000
851-2666

145 Old La Honda Rd
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$4,195,000
851-1961

847-1141

6 Bedrooms
307 Olive Hill Ln
Sun
Coldwell Banker

®

TheAlmanacOnline.com
MountainViewOnline.com
And click on “real estate” in the navigation bar.

The DeLeon Difference®
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$2,850,000
323-1111

3 Bedrooms

PaloAltoOnline.com

©2017 Embarcadero Media

$1,100,000
462-1111

WOODSIDE

1 Bedroom

MountainViewOnline.com

$2,200,000
323-1111

4 Bedrooms

Explore area real estate through
your favorite local website:

TheAlmanacOnline.com

$3,498,000
462-1111

5 Bedrooms

53 Politzer Dr
Sat 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors

953 Embarcadero Rd
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

PaloAltoOnline.com

$1,595,000
462-1111

4 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

MONTARA

You’ll want to explore our unique online advertising
opportunities. Contact your sales representative or call
[VKH`[VÄUKV\[TVYL

$3,495,000
851-1961

REDWOOD CITY

$6,250,000
324-4456

6 Bedrooms

Agents:

900 Wayside Rd
Sun
Coldwell Banker

SAN CARLOS

5 Bedrooms

6\YJVTWYLOLUZP]LVUSPULN\PKL[V[OL4PKWLUPUZ\SH
YLHSLZ[H[LTHYRL[OHZHSS[OLYLZV\YJLZHOVTLI\`LY
agent or local resident could ever want and it’s all in
VULLHZ`[V\ZLSVJHSZP[L

$3,995,000
324-4456

5 Bedrooms

MENLO PARK

4 Bedrooms

>LVɈLY[OLVULVUSPULKLZ[PUH[PVU
[OH[SL[Z`V\M\SS`L_WSVYL!

990 La Mesa Dr
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

$11,995,000
851-2666

Marketplace
PLACE
AN AD
ONLINE
fogster.com

E-MAIL
ads@fogster.com

P
 HONE

650.326.8216
Now you can log on to
fogster.com, day or night
and get your ad started
immediately online.
Most listings are free and
include a one-line free
print ad in our Peninsula
newspapers with the
option of photos and
additional lines. Exempt
are employment ads,
which include a web
listing charge. Home
Services and Mind & Body
Services require contact
with a Customer Sales
Representative.

fogster.com

TM

THE PENINSULA’S
FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEB SITE
Combining the reach of the Web with
print ads reaching over 150,000 readers!

fogster.com is a unique web site offering FREE postings from communities throughout the Bay Area and
an opportunity for your ad to appear in the Palo Alto Weekly, The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

Bulletin
Board
115 Announcements
A PLACE FOR MOM.
The nation’s largest senior living referral service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-800-550-4822.
(Cal-SCAN)
ALL AREAS
Free Roommate Service @ RentMates.
com. Find the perfect roommate
to complement your personality and
lifestyle at RentMates.com! (AAN CAN)

No phone
number in the ad?

GO TO

fogster.com
for contact information

Cut the Cable!
CALL DIRECTV. Bundle & Save! Over 145
Channels PLUS Genie HD-DVR. $50/
month for 2 Years (with AT&T Wireless.)
Call for Other Great Offers!
1-888-463-8308 (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
144 million U.S. Adults read a
Newspaper print copy each week?
Discover the Power of Newspaper
Advertising. For a free brochure call
916-288-6011 or email cecelia@cnpa.
com (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
Information is power and content is
King? Do you need timely access to
public notices and remain relevant
in today’s hostile business climate?
Gain the edge with California News
Publishers Association new innovative
website capublicnotice.com and check
out the FREE One-Month Trial
Smart Search Feature. For more information call Cecelia @ (916) 288-6011 or
www.capublicnotice.com (Cal-SCAN)

“See?”— gotta keep on the ball. Matt Jones

DID YOU KNOW
Information is power and content is
King? Do you need timely access to
public notices and remain relevant in
today’s highly competitive market? Gain
an edge with California News Publishers
Association new innovative website
capublicnotice.com and check out the
Smart Search Feature. For more information call Cecelia @ (916) 288-6011 or
www.capublicnotice.com (Cal-SCAN)

NEW AUTHORS WANTED!
Page Publishing will help you selfpublish your own book. FREE author
submission kit! Limited offer! Why wait?
Call now: 888-231- 5904 (AAN CAN)

Recycled Water Project – Sharon

PREGNANT?
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Call us first.
Living expenses, housing, medical, and
continued support afterwards. Choose
adoptive family of your choice. Call 24/7.
1-877-879-4709 (Cal-SCAN)

Type 2 diabetes research

DISH TV.
190 channels. $49.99/mo. for 24 mos.
Ask About Exclusive Dish Features
like Sling® and the Hopper®. PLUS
HighSpeed Internet, $14.95/mo.
(Availability and Restrictions apply.) TV
for Less, Not Less TV! 1-855-734-1673.
(Cal-SCAN)

PREGNANT?
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Call us first.
Living expenses, housing, medical, and
continued support afterwards. Choose
adoptive family of your choice. Call 24/7.
877-362- 2401

EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release —the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or
http://prmediarelease.com/california
(Cal-SCAN)
KC BUYS HOUSES
FAST - CASH - Any Condition. Family
owned & Operated . Same day offer!
(951) 805-8661 WWW.KCBUYSHOUSES.
COM (Cal-SCAN)

Caregiver & Home Services
Caregiver services for seniors to share
care & rent in spacious PA private home.
Not a licensed or nursing home. Rent
contract, evaluation, credit check req’d.
Refs. avail. Tel.(510)648-0520.
Dance Classes - STARTS AUGUST 28
FREE BOOK GIVEAWAY
GET MUGGED IN MOUNTAIN VIEW
HUGE USED BOOK/CD/DVD SALE
LIKE OLD MOVIES?
MEET ME AT THE EZ8

SAN ANTONIO HOBBY SHOP
Stanford music tutorials
SV Walk2End Alzheimer’s Kickoff

133 Music Lessons
Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons for all levels, all
ages. In your home or mine. Bachelor
of Music, 20+ years exp.
650/493-6950
Hope Street Music Studios
Now on Old Middefield Way, MV.
Most instruments, voice. All ages
and levels 650-961-2192
www.HopeStreetMusicStudios.com

135 Group Activities
Scottish Country Dancing
Classes resume on Sept.6th at 7.4510.00pm at the Mountain View Sports
Pavilion,1185 Castro Street. Complete
beginners to experienced dancers are
welcome. First time is free for newcomers. More information:
mtveiw-rscds.org

145 Non-Profits
Needs
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-800-731-5042 (Cal-SCAN)

This week’s SUDOKU

So, the next time you
have an item to sell,
barter, give away or
buy, get the perfect
combination: print ads in
your local newspapers,
reaching more than
150,000 readers, and
unlimited free web
postings reaching
hundreds of thousands
additional people!!

Got an older car, boat or RV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the
Humane Society. Call
1- 800-743-1482 (Cal-SCAN)
DONATE BOOKS/HELP PA LIBRARY
Mp3. download music
WISH LIST FRIENDS OF PA LIBRARY

150 Volunteers
ASSIST IN FRIENDS BOOKSTORE
ASST SECTION MGRS FOR FOPAL
FRIENDS OF MENLO PARK LIBRARY
FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY
JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM

INDEX
QBULLETIN

BOARD
100-155
QFOR SALE
200-270
QKIDS STUFF
330-390
QMIND & BODY
400-499
QJ
 OBS
500-560
QB
 USINESS
SERVICES
600-699
QH
 OME
SERVICES
700-799
QFOR RENT/
FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE
801-899
QP
 UBLIC/LEGAL
NOTICES
995-997
The publisher waives any and all claims or consequential damages due to errors Embarcadero
Media cannot assume responsibility for the
claims or performance of its advertisers.
Embarcadero Media right to refuse, edit or
reclassify any ad solely at its discretion without
prior notice.

For Sale
202 Vehicles Wanted
Answers on page 40.

Across
1 Beefeater and Bombay, e.g.
5 Twilight, poetically
10 Skiers’ lift
14 Garbage boat
15 Colorado or Missouri
16 Greek letter before kappa
17 “How well do you know
cartoon sailors” test?
19 It’s not a true story
20 Ants ___ (snack with raisins)
21 Felipe Alou’s outfielder son
23 Estonia’s second-largest city
and home to their largest
university
24 Small market increases
27 Physicist Mach
31 Like boats yet to be found, in
Battleship
32 Comment on the weather to
a Supreme Court Justice?
35 “Pull ___ chair!”
37 Jessie ___ (“Saved by the
Bell” role)
38 Plug-___ (program
extensions)

www.sudoku.name

Answers on page 40.

39 Person who goes around
making steaks laugh?
44 Playing form
45 2000s teen drama set in
Newport Beach
46 Creator of Eeyore
49 Belly button type
53 Stretch out
55 “___ Necessarily So”
56 Dissenter’s position
58 Quick sprint for “Late Night”
host Seth?
60 “___ White People” (2017
Netflix original series)
61 Destroy, as a recording
62 Cookie that somehow did a
Swedish Fish version
63 “Legend of the Guardians”
birds
64 The gauche half of an
etiquette list
65 “Crud!”
Down
1 Zone named for Dr.
Grafenberg
2 “I Love It” duo ___ Pop

3 Like stock without face value
4 Be in need of AC
5 Actor Kinnear of “Brigsby Bear”
6 Kind of bar lic.
7 Egg, in biology class
8 Group that sometimes
includes Y
9 Old postal mascot who
promoted new five-digit
codes
10 Co. that owns Life, Look, and
Money
11 The most famous one is
based in Vienna
12 Courtroom fig.
13 “Go team!” cheer
18 “___ the Worst” (show on FXX)
22 “The Simpsons” disco guy
et al.
25 Ceramics oven
26 Health clinic pamphlet
subjects
28 “The Big Board,” for short
29 Back-to-school mo.
30 Innate quality

32 Hybrid J-Pop group that
debuted “Gimme Chocolate!!”
in the U.S. in 2016
33 Yardstick fraction
34 “One ___ Over the Line”
35 Major constellation?
36 Bread that gets filled
40 Cure-alls
41 Home to some one-star
reviews
42 Pillages
43 Galapagos owner
47 Having a handle?
48 First month of el año nuevo
50 Crown with jewels
51 Atlas closeup map
52 Cultural value system
54 Actress Cannon of “Heaven
Can Wait”
55 States of wrath
56 It often follows “further”
57 Not preowned
59 Fig. that’s in the
neighborhood
©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)

WANTED!
Old Porsche 356/911/912 for restoration by hobbyist 1948-1973 Only. Any
condition, top $ paid! PLEASE LEAVE
MESSAGE 1-707- 965-9546 (Cal-SCAN)

230 Freebies
Upright Piano - FREE

235 Wanted to Buy
BMW or Mercedes

245 Miscellaneous
SAWMILLS
from only $4397.00- MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own bandmillCut lumber any dimension. In stock
ready to ship! FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com
1-800-578-1363 Ext.300N (Cal-SCAN)
Women’s Clothing - $ Best Off

Mind
& Body
405 Beauty Services
ELIMINATE CELLULITE
and Inches in weeks! All natural. Odor
free. Works for men or women. Free
month supply on select packages. Order
now! 1-844-703-9774. (Cal-SCAN)
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THE PENINSULA’S FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEBSITE
TO RESPOND TO ADS WITHOUT PHONE NUMBERS
GO TO WWW.FOGSTER.COM
425 Health Services
Got Knee Pain?
Back Pain? Shoulder Pain? Get a painrelieving brace -little or NO cost to you.
Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1- 800-796-5091 (Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN
Anytime. Anywhere! No tanks to refill.
No deliveries. The All-New Inogen One
G4 is only 2.8 pounds! FAA approved!
FREE info kit: 1-844-359-3976. (Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN
Anytime. Anywhere. No tanks to refill.
No deliveries. The All-New
Inogen One G4 is only 2.8 pounds! FAA
approved! FREE info kit:
877-673- 2864 (AAN CAN)
Safe Step Walk-In Tub!
Alert for Seniors. Bathroom falls can be
fatal. Approved by Arthritis Foundation.
Therapeutic Jets. Less Than 4 Inch StepIn. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American
Made. Installation Included. Call
1-800-799-4811 for $750 Off. (Cal-SCAN)

Jobs
500 Help Wanted
CAPSTONE LOGISTICS
JOB FAIR
F/T Warehouse Associates
Date: Tues. August 29, 2017
10 am - 12 p.m.
GILROY ONE-STOP
379 Tomkins Ct
Gilroy, CA
Pre-Apply online at
www.capstone.jobs
Cal-SCAN
ENGINEERING
Pure Storage, Inc. has following
job opps. in Mountain View, CA:
Member of Technical Staff (Software
Engineer) [Req. #EWS75]. Dsgn & dvlp
Manageability & Monitor’g components
for FlashBlade memory storage prdct.
Member of Technical Staff (Software
Engineer) [Req. #MVW92]. Prfrm full
cycle app. dvlpmt for systms level storage SW. Mail resumes refernc’g Req.
# to: G. Vega, 401 Castro St, 3rd Flr,
Mountain View, CA 94041.
Bioinformatician
DNAnexus, Inc. has job opp. in Mountain
View, CA: Bioinformatician. Dvlp &
integrte bioinformatics data stndrds,
methds & datasets into co’s pltfrm. Mail
resumes refernc’g Req. #BNC42 to: Attn:
K. Green, 1975 W El Camino Real, Ste
101, Mountain View, CA 94040.
PAYROLL Position
!!! PAYROLL POSITION Needed urgently
single mom and dad, widow and graduate
. for more info kindly contact this email
below: justin.smith3433@gmail.com !!!
SR. WIRELESS SOFTWARE ENGINEER
EVA Operations Corp. has job opp.
in Redwood City, CA: Sr. Wireless
Software Engineer. Dsgn & dvlp wireless SW for a suite of audio prdcts. Mail
resumes refernc’g Req. #WSE28 to: Attn:
T. Gilfoil, 900 Middlefield Rd, 4th Flr,
Redwood City, CA 94063.
TECHNOLOGY
Enterprise Services LLC is accepting resumes for the position of IT
Developer/Engineer in Palo Alto, CA
(Ref. #ESPALAGS1). Research, design,
develop, configure, integrate, test and
maintain existing and new business
applications and/or information systems
solutions, including databases through
the integration of technical and business
requirements. Mail resume to Enterprise
Services LLC, 5400 Legacy Drive, MS
H1-2F-25, Plano, TX 75024. Resume must
include Ref. #, full name, email address &
mailing address. No phone calls. Must be
legally authorized to work in U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

550 Business
Opportunities
ACCOUNTANT CLERK NEEDED
Surfeasy Inc currently has a full time/
part time position for skilled/unskilled
Account Clerk.Please send your application CV to surfeasyforusaonline@gmail.
com, feel free to call 858-256-5724 for
enquiry

560 Employment
Information
PAID IN ADVANCE!
Make $1000 A Week Mailing Brochures
From Home! No Experience Required.
Helping home workers since 2001!
Genuine Opportunity. Start Immediately!
www.MailingPros.net (AAN CAN)

Station For Rent
The Salon, a 30+year established fullservice salon, in the heart of Woodside,
has stations available to rent. Free
parking for stylists and employees,
great restaurants & stores in Woodside,
supportive environment, exclusively
UNITE salon (www.unitehair.com) Please
stop by or call 650-851-7103. We look
forward to meeting you!

Business
Services
624 Financial
Do you owe over $10,000
$10,000 to the IRS or State in back
taxes? Our firm works to reduce the tax
bill or zero it out completely FAST. Call
now 855-993-5796. (Cal-SCAN)
Social Security Disability?
Up to $2,671/mo. (Based on paid-in
amount.) FREE evaluation! Call Bill
Gordon & Associates. 1-800-966-1904.
Mail: 2420 N St NW, Washington DC.
Office: Broward Co. FL., member TX/NM
Bar. (Cal-SCAN)

636 Insurance
Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)

Home
Services
715 Cleaning
Services
Orkopina Housecleaning
Cleaning homes in your area since
1985. Last minute calls! 650/962-1536
Silvia’s Cleaning
We don’t cut corners, we clean them!
Bonded, insured, 22 yrs. exp., service
guaranteed, excel. refs., free est.
415/860-6988

748 Gardening/
Landscaping
LANDA’S GARDENING &
LANDSCAPING
*Yard Maint. *New Lawns. *Clean Ups
*Irrigation timer programming. 20 yrs
exp. Ramon, 650/576-6242
landaramon@yahoo.com

751 General
Contracting
A NOTICE TO READERS:
It is illegal for an unlicensed person
to perform contracting work on any
project valued at $500.00 or more in
labor and materials. State law also
requires that contractors include
their license numbers on all advertising. Check your contractor’s status
at www.cslb.ca.gov or 800-321-CSLB
(2752). Unlicensed persons taking
jobs that total less than $500.00
must state in their advertisements
that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board.

799 Windows
Best in Quality...
Call Dennis 650.566.1393
window cleaning made easy
Lic., Ins. 20 yrs. exp.

Real
Estate
801 Apartments/
Condos/Studios
Mountain View, 1 BR/1 BA - $2075
Mountain View, 3 BR/1 BA
Sierra Vista One Waiting List Opening
- We will be accepting applications for
2BR, 3BR, & 4BR apts.
How to Apply: Applications will be avail
in person AUG 22 through SEPT 22, 2017
(or until 300 applications are accepted,
whichever comes first) at Sierra Vista
One, 1909 Hackett Av, CA 94043 fr 10am
– 4pm (T/W/TH). Applications also avail
online starting AUG 22nd at
www.charitieshousing.org.
Income limits and HUD pref. apply.

805 Homes for Rent
Los /Altos Hills, 4 BR/2.5 BA - $6,800. mo
Redwood City, 4 BR/3.5 BA - $5950

809 Shared Housing/
Rooms
Redwood City, 4 BR/2 BA - 1200.00
Sunnyvale - $1700/mo.
Sunnyvale, 2 BR/1 BA - $2,200

845 Out of Area
NORTHERN AZ WILDERNESS RANCH
$197 MONTH - Quiet secluded 37 acre
off grid ranch set amid scenic mountains and valleys at clear 6,200’. Near
historic pioneer town & large fishing
lake. No urban noise & dark sky nights
amid pure air & AZ’s best year-round climate. Evergreen trees /meadowland
blend with sweeping views across
uninhabited wilderness mountains and
valleys. Self-sufficiency quality garden
loam soil, abundant groundwater &
maintained road access. Camping &
RV’s ok. No homeowner’s Assoc. or deed
restrictions. $22,900, $2,290 dn. Free
brochure with additional property
descriptions, photos/ terrain map/
weather chart/area info: 1st United
Realty 800.966.6690. (Cal-SCAN)

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
THE MARKET AT EDGEWOOD INC.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN632530
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup
& maintain the value of your home! Set
an appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069
(Cal-SCAN)

771 Painting/
Wallpaper
Glen Hodges Painting
Call me first! Senior discount. 45 yrs.
#351738. 650-322-8325, phone calls
ONLY.
STYLE PAINTING
Full service interior/ext. Insured. Lic.
903303. 650/388-8577

775 Asphalt/
Concrete
Roe General Engineering
Asphalt, concrete, pavers, tiles, sealing,
artificial turf. 36 yrs exp. No job too
small. Lic #663703. 650/814-5572
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MARKETPLACE the printed version of

fogster.com

TM

The Market at Edgewood Inc., located
at 2170 W. Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA
94303, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
THE MARKET AT EDGEWOOD INC.
2170 W. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 06/21/2017.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on Aug. 2, 2017.
(PAW Aug. 11, 18, 25; Sept. 1, 2017)

be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should
not be granted. If no written objection is
timely filed, the court may grant the petition without a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: October 10, 2017,
8:45 a.m., Room: Probate of the Superior
Court of California, County of Santa Clara,
191 N. First Street, San Jose, CA 95113.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

shall be published at least once each
week for four successive weeks prior to
the date set for hearing on the petition
in the following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county:
PALO ALTO WEEKLY
Date: July 14, 2017
/s/ Rise Jones Pichon
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(PAW Sept. 1, 8, 15, 22, 2017)

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 39.

WINTER LODGE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN632896
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Winter Lodge, located at 3009
Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94306,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
COMMUNITY SKATING INC.
3009 Middlefield Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 11-18-1985.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 11, 2017.
(PAW Sept. 1, 8, 15, 22, 2017)
WUND3RKID
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN632954
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Wund3rkid, located at 559 College Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
WUND3RKID CORPORATION
559 College Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 01/01/2016.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 14, 2017.
(PAW Sept. 1, 8, 15, 22, 2017)

997 All Other Legals
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY
OF SANTA CLARA
Case No.: 17CV313080
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: VANDANA HARIHARAN and
KARTHIK HARIHARAN filed a petition
with this court for a decree changing
names as follows:
RISHAB HARIHARAN to RISHI
HARIHARAN.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons
interested in this matter appear before
this court at the hearing indicated below
to show cause, if any, why the petition for
change of name should not be granted.
Any person objecting to the name
changes described above must file a
written objection that includes the reasons for the objection at least two court
days before the matter is scheduled to

Free. Fun. Only about Palo Alto.
C R O S S W O R D S

We handle all your
Legal publishing
needs
To assist you with your legal
advertising needs
Call Alicia Santillan
650.223-6578
asantillan@paweekly.com

Sports
Shorts

COURT ACTION . . . A week after
going five sets in a win over UC
Merced, host Menlo College made it
a bit easier on itself by sweeping the
Bobcats, 25-23, 25-16, 25-13, in its
home opener. Maggie McDonald,
a product of Notre Dame-Belmont
and two local club teams, led the
way with 14 points on 13 kills and
a pair of block assists for the Oaks
(5-1), who meet Great Falls on
Friday at 1 p.m. on opening day of
the Menlo Tournament. The Oaks
play Providence Christian at 7 p.m.
Friday. Sierra Buscher also reached
double figures in points with 11 on
five kills, five aces and a pair of block
assists. Monica Hruby added five
aces, five digs and 24 assists for
Menlo, which accumulated 14 aces
for the match. The Oaks matched
their best start in 13 years. Menlo
opened 5-1 in the fall of 2004.
BING HONORED . . . Stanford field
hockey goalie Kelsey Bing was
named the America East Defensive
Player of the Week. The sophomore
goalkeeper opened up the season
last weekend with two career-best
10 save games against two top-14
opponents.

ON THE AIR
Friday
College women’s soccer: Stanford
vs. Georgetown, 4 p.m., Pac-12 Bay
Area
College field hockey: Stanford vs.
Iowa, 4 p.m., Stanford Live Stream
College men’s soccer: Stanford
vs. Creighton, 7 p.m., Pac-12 Bay Area

Sunday
College field hockey: Stanford vs.
Massachusetts, noon, Stanford Live
Stream
College women’s soccer: Stanford
vs. Navy, 1 p.m., Pac-12 Bay Area
College men’s soccer: Stanford
vs. Northeastern, 5 p.m., Stanford
Live Stream
High school sports: High School
Sports Focus, 6 p.m., 10 p.m., NBCSC

Monday
College field hockey: Stanford vs.
Harvard, noon, Stanford Live Stream

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

Palo Alto’s Sione Latu has had success running the ball in addition to his linebacking duties.

Home openers for Paly, Menlo, SH Prep
Menlo Atherton takes on another WCAL powerhouse in Mitty
by Glenn Reeves
s if opening the season
with Bellarmine College
Prep was not enough, the
Menlo-Atherton football team
now takes on a second West Catholic Athletic League opponent in
Mitty.
“We’re the first public school
member of the WCAL,’’ M-A
coach Adhir Ravipati joked.
After winning the Central
Coast Section Open Division I
championship last year Ravipati
put together a fearsome nonleague schedule. After Friday’s

A

7:30 p.m. game at Coach Parks
Field the Bears travel to Salinas to
play Palma and then to Los Gatos
before beginning Peninsula Athletic League play.
“This will be another great
challenge,’’ Ravipati said of the
Mitty matchup. “They’re a WCAL
team. I expect them to be physical, well-coached and disciplined.
They will execute their system
well and bring a lot of pressure.’’
Mitty defensive end Nick Alftin, the brother of former Woodside volleyball standout Christine
Alftin, has committed to Cal.

The Monarchs are coming off a
47-21 loss to a talented team from
Sacramento High that piled up
more than 500 yards of total offense, an almost unheard of total
against a normally staunch defense. They will be smarting due
to the nature of that defeat. Motivation will not be in short supply.
But after a 21-16 loss to Bellarmine, Ravipati’s main focus will
be directed internally, on his own
team.
Some unusual factors contributed to the loss:
Starting safety D’Arius

Gibson missed the game after being struck by a car just outside the
school the previous day.
Running back Samson Motuliki
missed the game after suffering
an injury running through the
banner held up by cheerleaders
prior to the game.
Running back/linebacker Feleti
Malupo did not play due to an injury in the team’s scrimmage.
During the game, defensive
linemen Dimitri Sakalia and
Moala Tautuaa went down with
(continued on page 43)

PREP FOOTBALL

Pinewood’s football
program is growing
Priory, The EPA Phoenix Academy look for good things
by Rick Chandler

I

t’s hard to believe that football
has been a big deal at Pinewood School in Los Altos
Hills for a decade now, but it has.
The Panthers had always been
known foremost for basketball, at
both the boys and girls level.
Perhaps they still are, but football is catching up.
“Eight-man football is a great
sport to start the school year,”
said Pinewood coach Matt Irvin,
who has held that position for six
years. “It’s fast, exciting, creative
and fun.
“We have 70 boys in the entire
school, and 20 of them are playing
football,” Irvin said. “You hit the
ground running.”

Pinewood finished 6-2 overall
last season, but only 3-2 in the
Mission Trail Athletic League;
something Irvin hopes to improve.
The key position is quarterback.
“Quarterback Jaeden Bailey
is getting better and better each
week,” said Irvin. “We’ve been
working hard in the off-season
and I think he’s poised to have a
great season.”
Irvin listed his other most
versatile/key players as Jackson
Haun, Connor Riches and Frank
“Bo” Fick.
“Also having a great camp have
been Casey Bates (DL/OL), Marcus Fox (WR/DB), and Shaun
(continued on next page)

Bob Dahlberg

READ MORE ONLINE

Karen Ambrose Hickey

WORLD ROWING . . . Gunn grad
Will Young was named to the
USRowing senior national team
and will compete in the lightweight
men’s quadruple sculls at the World
Championships to be contested in
Sarasota-Brandenton, Fla. beginning
Sept. 24. The 28-year-old currently
lives and trains in the Long Beach
area. He began rowing at UCLA in
2008. “The athletes, staff, USRowing
and the overall rowing community
are excited to have the World
Championships on home soil this
year. It will add an excitement and
opportunity to the event that we
don’t often get,” USRowing Director
of High Performance Matt Imes said.
“With the Championships being the
first stage towards Tokyo, there will
be a good mix of returning athletes
and new talent across the board and
in multiple events.”

Keyshawn Ashford (25) protects Priory quarterback Adrian LaValle
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Cardinal women open Friday’s doubleheader
by Rick Eymer
ine returning starters
from its two-time defending national championship
men’s soccer team gives Stanford
an air of invincibility. The Cardinal practices like the ninth seed
of an eight-team tournament.
There are no shortcuts, something that drove last year’s team,
which went to overtime in 11 of its
23 matches, and needed penalty
kicks to win both its semifinal
game and championship match.
“The margins are so fine,”
Stanford coach Jeremy Gunn said.
“You can have a good season and
still not win. Going into last season, we lost firepower and there
was a little uncertainty. This year
we only replace two starters and
brought ion some excellent freshmen, putting us in good position.”
What made last year work so
well was the emergence of Foster Langsdorf as an offensive
weapon. He scored a career-best
15 goals and recorded 32 points,
earning him second team AllAmerican recognition.
“Foster is truly unique. We
absolutely love him,” Gunn said.
He’s probably the hardest working
person I ever met. When you give
him a day off, he sneaks off and
does extra training. He creates so
much energy and instills so much
honesty.”
Langsdorf took a quantum leap
because of his attention to detail.
He worked to become a better
finisher.
Senior Tomas Hillard-Arce is to
the defense what Langsdord is to
the offense. A first tea All-American, Hillard-Arce was named
last year’s Defensive Player of the
Year.
“He makes a big connection in
our great defensive work,” Gunn
said. “He’s a true competitor and

N

Pinewood
(continued from previous page)
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Murphy (WR/DB),” Irvin said.
Also figuring to contribute
are sophomore Austin Farhoudi,
junior Max Banning and Alex
Dagman.
Irvin, who himself played 11man football in high school (Addison Trail High in Addison, IL),
says that he’s having a blast with
the 8-man game.
“It’s a lot like Arena Football,”
Irvin said. “Quick and high scoring. Size isn’t the big factor: it’s
more a game of quickness. I’m
looking forward to a fun season.”
Next game: Mission Prep (San
Luis Obispo) at Pinewood, today
(Friday, Sept. 1) at 4 p.m.
Woodside Priory (1-0)
The Panthers are led by explosive running back/defensive back
Keyshawn Ashford, and if his

a true winner. To be a good defender you have to have that. Soccer truly works relies on synergy.”
Top-ranked Stanford (1-0) hosts
No. 23 Creighton (1-1) at 7 p.m.
Friday as part of a doubleheader
with the fifth-ranked women’s
team, which opens the evening at
4 p.m. against No. 10 Georgetown.
It’s the home opener for both.
As part of the celebration, the
first 1,000 fans in attendance
will receive a T-shirt celebrating
the men’s back-to-back national
championship.
The Stanford coaching staff
designed the T-shirts and wanted
them to look like jerseys.
“We had fun with it,” Gunn
said. “The marketing staff does
an excellent job. The most important thing is what happens on the
pitch. Getting great fan support is
such an emotional lift. We want
to share it.”
In addition to Langsdorf and
Hillard-Arce, other returning
starters include Tanner Beason
and Adam Mosharrafa, two of the
top returning defenders.

Foster Langsdorf flies to try and
control the ball.

Foster Langsdorf led Stanford
with 15 goals last year.

Bryce Marion, Sam Werner,
Drew Skundrich, Derek Waldeck
and Jared Gilbey return en masse
to solidify the midfield.
Forward Corey Baird returns
following a season in which he
led the Cardinal with six assists,
adding three goals.
Midfielder Amir Bashti started
three games and appeared in all of
them. He’s joined by Colin Hyatt,
who made three starts last year,
and Collin Liberty, both of whom
played significantly last year.
The Stanford women’s team began the season with a three-game
road trip, which included wins
against Marquette and Wisconsin
followed by a narrow loss at No. 8
Florida last week.
Friday’s match against Georgetown will broadcast live on Pac-12
Networks, and the first 500 fans
in attendance will receive a pair
of thundersticks.
Freshman Catarina Macario
scored three goals on opening
weekend against Marquette and
Wisconsin, adding a fourth goal
against Florida last week. She also
scored in Stanford’s 2-1 exhibition
win at UC Davis on Aug. 10.
Stanford is undefeated in its
last 10 home openers, dating to
2007. Q

first game is a true indication of
his talent, the rest of the league
should be very afraid.
Ashford, a senior (and son of
East Palo Alto Phoenix Academy
head coach Stephen Ashford), ran
for 153 yards and four touchdowns
on Friday, Aug. 25, in Priory’s season opener, a 72-0 win over Cornerstone Christian of Antioch.
Ashford also grabbed a 55-yard
TD pass from quarterback Adrian
LaValle, who was 3-of-7 for 149
yards and two touchdowns.
Also looking to make an impact for Priory this season will
be running backs Jaeden Barker,
a junior, and Owen Tidmarsh, a
freshman. Senior receiver/defensive back Stephen Aderoboye also
caught a 55-yard TD pass in Friday’s win.
Junior Matt George will contribute at several positions.
Next game: Stuart Hall (San
Francisco) at Woodside Priory,
today (Friday, Sept. 1) at 3 p.m.

East Palo Alto
Phoenix Academy (0-0)
“We had a lot of leaders leave
last year,” said head coach Stephen Ashford, whose son, Keyshawn Ashford, plays for Woodside Priory. “So it’s a rebuilding
year. But we have lots of talent.”
Leading the way will be junior
running back Sal Rodriguez. Also,
sophomore quarterback Morrise
Law, senior defensive tackle Josue
Perez, freshman wideout/quarterback Deonte Mckeanfirst and senior tight end Santiago Pacheco
are sure to make an impact.
“Getting the kids excited about
football and giving 100 percent
effort, while keeping their grades
up, is the number one thing right
now,” Ashford said. “Our motto
is: ‘We All We Got’.”
Next game: Roseland Collegiate Prep (Santa Rosa) at The
East Palo Alto Phoenix Academy, tonight (Friday, Sept. 1) at
7 p.m. Q

Bob Drebin/Stanford Athletics
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7HSV (S[V <UPÄLK :JOVVS +PZ[YPJ[ ^PSS THPU[HPU H 3HIVY
*VTWSPHUJL7YVNYHT3*7MVY[OLK\YH[PVUVM[OPZWYVQLJ[
0U IPKKPUN [OPZ WYVQLJ[ [OL JVU[YHJ[VY ^HYYHU[Z OLZOL
PZ H^HYL HUK ^PSS MVSSV^ [OL 7\ISPJ >VYRZ *OHW[LY VM [OL
*HSPMVYUPH 3HIVY *VKL JVTWYPZLK VM SHIVY JVKL ZLJ[PVUZ
 ¶  ( JVW` VM [OL +PZ[YPJ[Z 3*7 PZ H]HPSHISL MVY
YL]PL^ H[  *O\YJOPSS (]LU\L )\PSKPUN + 7HSV (S[V *(

( WYLQVI JVUMLYLUJL ZOHSS IL JVUK\J[LK ^P[O [OL
JVU[YHJ[VY VY Z\IJVU[YHJ[VYZ [V KPZJ\ZZ MLKLYHS HUK
Z[H[LSHIVYSH^YLX\PYLTLU[ZHWWSPJHISL[V[OLJVU[YHJ[
7YVQLJ[ JVU[YHJ[VYZ HUK Z\IJVU[YHJ[Z ZOHSS THPU[HPU
HUK M\YUPZO [V [OL +PZ[YPJ[ H[ H KLZPNUH[LK [PTL H
JLY[PÄLK JVW` VM LHJO WH`YVSS ^P[O H Z[H[LTLU[ VM
JVTWSPHUJLZPNULK\UKLYWLUHS[`VMWLYQ\Y`
;OL +PZ[YPJ[ ZOHSS YL]PL^ HUK PM HWWYVWYPH[L H\KP[
WH`YVSS YLJVYKZ [V ]LYPM` JVTWSPHUJL ^P[O [OL 7\ISPJ
>VYRZ*OHW[LYVM[OL3HIVY*VKL
;OL+PZ[YPJ[ZOHSS^P[OOVSKJVU[YHJ[WH`TLU[ZPMWH`YVSS
YLJVYKZHYLKLSPUX\LU[VYPUHKLX\H[L
;OL +PZ[YPJ[ ZOHSS ^P[OOVSK JVU[YHJ[ WH`TLU[Z HZ
KLZJYPILK PU [OL 3*7 PUJS\KPUN HWWSPJHISL WLUHS[PLZ
^OLU [OL +PZ[YPJ[ HUK 3HIVY *VTTPZZPVULY LZ[HISPZO
[OH[\UKLYWH`TLU[VMV[OLY]PVSH[PVUZOHZVJJ\YYLK

Stanford men in great shape
entering home opener

Bob Drebin/Stanford Athletics

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK: ;OL ^VYR PUJS\KLZ I\[
PZ UV[ SPTP[LK [V!  ;OL +PZ[YPJ[ PZ ZLLRPUN WYVWVZHSZ MVY [OL
KLZPNU PUZ[HSSH[PVU VWLYH[PVUZ HUK THPU[LUHUJL VM ZVSHY
W] Z`Z[LTZ SVJH[LK H[ ZP_ ZP[LZ! 3) Elementary Schools Escondido, Nixon, and Ohlone; 2) Middle Schools – Jane
Lathrop Stanford, and Terman; and 1) High School – Paly.
;OL KPZ[YPJ[ PZ PU[LYLZ[LK PU HJX\PYPUN ZVSHY LULYN` [OYV\NO
H 7V^LY 7\YJOHZL (NYLLTLU[ 77( )PKKPUN KVJ\TLU[Z
JVU[HPU[OLM\SSKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OL^VYR
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Sports
new to varsity football but new
to football. Hopefully they learn
from their first football action and
we can clean up mistakes.’’

Home openers
(continued from page 41)

RIDE CALTRAIN
VTA LIGHT RAIL
OR BUS SERVICE
TO THE FESTIVAL!

James Lick at Gunn
Gunn fell just short last week
against Soquel, but the Titans
should have an excellent chance to
get into the win column and even
their record when they host James
Lick on Friday at 7 p.m.
Lick, the only school in Santa
Clara County to have produced
a Heisman Trophy winner (Jim
Plunkett, also Stanford’s lone
Heisman winner), has fallen on
hard times. The Comets got beat
by Harker, 77-6, in their home
opener.
Gunn, on the other hand, was
very competitive in a 28-25 loss
to Soquel. The Titans trailed 21-6
but rallied to take a 25-21 lead before Soquel scored late to pull the
game out.
Hudson Alexander, in his first
start at quarterback for Gunn,
threw for 306 yards. DJ Barnes
caught 11 passes for 134 yards. Q
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Stevenson at Menlo School
Menlo School found itself embroiled in a defensive struggle
in its opener, a 16-9 loss to East
Nicolaus. Getting the offense going will be a big priority when
Menlo hosts Robert Louis Stevenson in its home opener Saturday
at 10 a.m.
“We made first-game mistakes,
and it sounds a little cliche, but
we’ve been focusing on fundamentals this week, and in a few
places making sure we’re working as one,’’ Menlo coach Mark
Newton said.
Emilio Simbeck completed
12 of 27 passes for 138 yards

Carlmont at Woodside
After a loss to one PAL Lake
team, Capuchino, in its season opener, Woodside takes on
another, Carlmont, on Friday
at 7:30 p.m. And strange as it
might seem, PAL Ocean member Woodside, which had only 21
players suited up in the 26-13 loss
to Capuchino, probably goes in as
the underdog against Carlmont,
which is coming off a 49-6 win
over Arroyo.
Woodside coach Justin Andrews said he has fewer players on
this year’s team than ever before.
“Last year was a weird year,’’
Andrews said. “We didn’t have
many juniors on the varsity and
the JV team didn’t have many
sophomores. I hope this predicament passes through and we get
back to the numbers we had.’’
Junior quarterback Joseph
King, a returning starter, passed
for 207 yards and ran for 104
against Capuchino, accounting
for 311 of the team’s 358 yards of
total offense.
“We had a lot of inconsistency with our offensive line play

making for a sluggish performance
by our rushing offense,’’ Andrews
said. “’We need to clean up a lot
of things in-house. We have a lot
of inexperienced players, not just
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Sobrato at Sacred Heart Prep
Sacred Heart Prep turned in a
promising performance in a 2821 loss at perennial power San
Benito. The Gators outgained the
Haybalers 342-225.
“Our team showed some toughness and character,’’ SHP firstyear coach Mark Grieb said. “San
Benito was a real good challenge
for us and we hung with them every step of the way. We were on
the 1-yard line with 2 1/2 minutes
left but couldn’t punch it in. I’m
proud of the way we competed.’’
The Gators rushed for 234 yards
and averaged 5.7 yards per carry.
Juniors Tommy Barnds (75 yards),
John Willard (58) and Brian Tinsley (53) led the way. Quarterback
Brad Yaffe completed 12 of 22
passes for 108 yards.
“Our line did a great job against
a tough front seven,’’ Grieb said of
center Jake Davison, guards Nick
Schlotter and Liam Shaughnessy
and tackles Jack Kirkham and
Robby Thompson. “We’re capable
of being a multi-threat offense.’’
SHP plays its home opener Saturday at 2:30 p.m. against Sobrato, a 38-0 loser to Christopher in
its first game.

against East Nicolaus, a 13-1
team a year ago. But the Knights
managed only 86 yards rushing.
Dillon Grady was the top ball
carrier with 49 yards on eight
carries. Newton came up with a
musical metaphor to elucidate the
situation.
“(Against East Nicolaus) we
did a little improvisational jazz,
and we had some guys go off on
a Miles Davis riff,’’ Newton said.
“So we need to make sure we are
working as one -- more like an
orchestra.’’
Menlo’s defense limited East
Nicolaus to 238 yards total offense. Linemen JH Tevis, Mafi
Latu and Ty Corley and linebackers Xavier Dickinson and Baily
Deeter all stood out in what Newton termed, “a collective effort.’’
Grady had a team-high nine tackles from his safety position.
Stevenson will be playing its
first game and has a new coach in
Kyle Cassamas, who just took over
in July. So the team is a bit of a
mystery. But the Pirates went 6-4
in 2016 and made the CCS playoffs for the first time in 16 years.
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at Patterson a team with the look
of a juggernaut is up next.
“What I told the team is that
there are two ways to go about
this,’’ Sullivan said. “Feel sorry
for ourselves that we lost to a team
we feel we should have beat, or
pull ourselves up and understand
if we execute we can be right
there with any team we play.’’
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Karen Ambrose Hickey

Junacio Henley looks for
running room.

Chris Martinez (21) eyes a loose football caused by Bryant Jefferson. Louis Passarello is also in on the play.
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Half Moon Bay at Palo Alto
Patterson shut down Palo Alto’s ground game and Jackson
Chryst’s career-best 224 yards
passing and two touchdowns were
not enough to compensate as the
Vikings went down to defeat in
their season opener, 37-27.
“We didn’t execute our run
game at all,’’ Palo Alto coach
Danny Sullivan said. “We didn’t
block their ends. It’s hard to win
games when you turn the ball over
five times.’’
The run game, with two-time
1,000-yard rusher Paul Jackson
III and Sione Latu returning, was
expected to be Paly’s strength this
season. Opposing teams, however,
are also aware of that strength and
stack the box to try to take it away.
“(Chryst) showed progress, but
we still need more,’’ Sullivan
said. “We had so many chances
to make Patterson pay for being
aggressive in the box and didn’t
connect. We could have had 300
yards passing.’’
Palo Alto plays its home opener
Friday at 7 p.m. against defending CCS Division V champion
Half Moon Bay, which opened
its season with a 63-7 romp over
Saratoga.
“They are excellent at what
they do offensively,’’ Sullivan
said. “They execute at as high of
a level as you can ask for, a November level and it’s still August.
Defensively they get 11 guys to
the ball.’’
So after the disappointing start

Karen Ambrose Hickey

injury, a factor that contributed to
Bellarmine being able to make a
fourth-quarter comeback from a
16-7 deficit against a gassed M-A
defense.
“It was a whirlwind 24 to 48
hours,’’ Ravipati said. “But Bellarmine outplayed us. We weren’t
disciplined, didn’t execute. Things
we’d been talking about since day
one went out the window.’’
Prior to the game Menlo-Atherton retired the No. 60 jersey worn
by Aisea Mataele, a freshman
lineman who tragically died last
year.
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SEPTEMBER 9-10, 2017

CELEBRATING 46 GREAT YEARS!

SATURDAY 11AM-7PM
SUNDAY 10AM-6PM

CASTRO STREET • DOWNTOWN MOUNTAIN VIEW

500 EXCEPTIONAL ARTISTS
Stellar Live Music Everywhere

FABULOUS FOOD & DRINKS

Pigskin Party Lounge Giant Screen
What's Up Photo Booth • Cornhole Corner

TASTY CRAFT BEER • PREMIUM WINES
Signature Cocktails • Margaritas • Sangria

SMASHING ENTERTAINMENT - ON STAGE & STREET

5XFNDWDQȏ3DFLȴF6RXO%DQGȏ&DUDYDQVHUDL – Santana Tribute • Ancient Winds
Cisco Kid – War Tribute • Johnny Neri Band • The Element • Blue House
The GroWiser Band • Bob Culbertson • HeartStrings Music • John Clarke

AWESOME ACTION-PACKED KIDS PARK

"Mountain View's Got Talent Community Stage” • Wild & Wacky Waterballerz
Ultra-Thrilling Bungee Jump • Rock Climbing Wall • Obstacle Course • Sand Art Crafts
Party Animal Puppets • Exotic Hair Braiding • Super Cool Face Painting & Glitter Tattoos

CHAMBERMV.ORG
MIRAMAREVENTS.COM
INFO: 650.968.8378
NO PETS • NO SEGWAYS
PROUDLY PRESENTED BY
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ColdwellBankerHomes.com
PORTOLA VALLEY | OPE
EN SUN 1:30 PM TO 4:30 PM

Jean & Chris Isaacson
650-387-8427
jean@jeanisaacson.com
www.jeanandchris.com
CalBRE #00542342/01754233

900 Wayside
$3,495,000
Stunning views across SF Bay from Mt. Diablo to Black
Mountain! 5 br, 3.5 ba +office on 1 acre, backing on
open space.
www.900wayside.com

WOODSIDE | OPEN SUN
N 1:30 PM TO 4:30 PM

Jean & Chris Isaacson
650-352-3430
chris@chrisisaacson.com
www.jeanandchris.com
CalBRE #00542342/01754233

californiahome.me |

885 Espinosa Rd
$1,849,000
Conveniently situated to town and freeways,3.7 acres
w/ spectacular views of the bay &east bay. 3Bd 3Ba +
office. PV Schools.
www.885espinosa.com
/cbcalifornia |

/cb_california |

/cbcalifornia |

/coldwellbanker
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